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%%Enterprises%face%an%increasingly%fast%changing%environment%(Purchase%et%al.%2011).%New%regulations,%shorter% life%cycles%of%technologies,%or%mergers%and%acquisitions% lead%to%enHterprise%transformations%(Abraham%2015).%Enterprise%transformations%are%fundamental%changes%regarding%technologies,%objectives,%business%processes,%or%value%propositions%of%an%enterprise% (Rouse%2005,%Wagter%et%al.%2011).%Such% fundamental%changes% take%place%on%a%strategic%level%and%are%typically%divided%into%programmes%and%eventually%into%proHjects% to% increase% their%manageability.% Traditional% programme% or% project%management%methods% aim% at% achieving% optimal% programme%or% project% specific% solutions%with% local%optimizations%as%a%consequence%(Wagter%et%al.%2011).%However,%Lankhorst%et%al.%(2009)%argue%that%the%sum%of%local%optimizations%does%not%necessarily%lead%to%a%desired%situation%for%an%enterprise%as%a%whole.% “[E]nterprises% [might]% fail% to%actually% realise% the%desired%







transformation%even% though% it%might%be% the%case% that%all%projects%are% finished%on% time%and%within%budget”%(Wagter%et%al.%2011).%This%concern%can%be%addressed%by%enterprise%architecture%(EA)%since%it%provides%a%holisHtic%view%on%enterprises%(e.g.%Lankhorst%et%al.%2009,%Op't%Land%et%al.%2009,%Wagter%et%al.%2011).% EA% is% therefore% increasingly% considered% as% an% instrument% to% steer% enterprise%transformation%by%supporting%and%facilitating%organizational%communication%(Abraham%2015).%As%such,%it%comprises%a%technical%and%a%behavioural%perspective%(Van%der%Raadt%et%al.% 2010).%The% technical% perspective%mainly% comprises% artefacts% such% as%EA%models% or%roadmaps.% The% behavioural% perspective% results% from% the% fact% that% EA% management%(EAM)% aims% at% creating% shared% understanding% among% diverse% stakeholders,%which% inHcludes%human%interaction.%In%practice,%EAM%is%often%not%as%effective%as%desired.%We%argue%that% the%reduced%EA%effectiveness% is%partially%due% to% the% fact% that% the%behavioural%perHspective%receives%less%attention%than%the%technical%one,%in%practice%as%well%as%in%research.%To%address%this%issue,%our%study%focuses%on%the%influence%of%organizational%subcultures%on%EA%effectiveness.%This%chapter%sets% the%stage% for%our% investigation.%We%will%briefly% introduce%the%general%context%of%our%research%and%elaborate%on%the%underlying%research%problem.%Thereafter,%we% outline% our% research% objective,% define% research% questions% and% briefly% present% our%research%approach%(section%1.2).%Section%1.3%provides%an%overview%of%the%contributions%made%in%this%dissertation.%Finally,%we%present%the%structure%of%the%thesis%(section%1.4).%1.1 Why%consider%organizational%subcultures%in%EAM%




 Communication%in%EA%management%1.1.1EAM% is%positioned%as%an% instrument% to% facilitate%organizational% communication% (AbraHham%2015).%Strano%and%Rehmani%(2007)%name% ‘communicator’%as%one%of%an%enterprise%architect’s%potential%roles:%%“As% a% communicator,% [an% enterprise% architect]% assists% managers,% analysts,%systems%architects,%and%engineers%in%understanding%the%details%of%the%strateHgy%sufficiently%well%to%make%decisions%and%execute%the%plan%that%leads%to%realHization%of%the%shared%vision”%(Strano%and%Rehmani%2007).%Furthermore,%Op’t%Land%et%al.%(2009)%list%‘communication%skills’%as%one%of%an%architect’s%five%core%competencies.%In%addition,%practitioners%emphasize%the%importance%of%commuHnication%in%EAM.%This% is% illustrated%in%the%following%quote%from%one%of%our%exploratory%interviews%(section%3.3):%“I% think% architects% are% constantly% communicating.% 80%% of% their% time% they%should%be%communicating.%If%it%is%less,%they%are%not%doing%their%job.%They%are%constantly%running%around%and%communicate”%(E1,%see%Table%3.5).%%
!
Figure'1.1.%Communication%in%EAM%(stakeholders%adopted%from%Van%der%Raadt%et%al.%(2008)).%

































that%Figure%1.1%represents%a%simplification%of%stakeholders%interacting%in%the%context%of%EAM.% For% instance,% the% arrow% between% change%management% and% project%management%exemplifies%the%interaction%between%stakeholder%groups.%To%avoid%overcrowding%Figure%1.1,%we%decided%not%to%include%more%arrows.%





tion%2.2).%The% (sub)cultural%background%of% individuals%or% groups%determines% their%unHderstanding% of% reality% and% impacts% their% actions.% As% such,% subcultural% differences% are%likely%to%influence%the%communication%network%depicted%in%Figure%1.1.%1.2 Research%objective,%research%questions%and%approach%
This%thesis% investigates%the% influence%of%subcultural%differences%on%EA%effectiveness.% In%doing% so,% we% focus% on% understanding% how% subcultural% differences% contribute% to% a% reHduced%EA%effectiveness.%Our%goal%is%to%develop%an%explanatory%theory%(section%3.1.2).%We%are% aware% that% (sub)culture% and% (sub)cultural% differences% can% be% both% beneficial% and%restrictive% to% enterprise% transformation% and/or% EA% effectiveness% (Niederhäuser% and%Rosenberger%2011,%Stahl%et%al.%2010).% In%our%study,%we%focus%on%the%negative%contribuHtion%of%subcultural%differences%as%we%aim%at%providing%(partial)%explanation%for%ineffecHtive%EA%functions.%In%studying%the%relation%between%subcultural%differences%within%organizations%and%a%reHduced%EA%effectiveness%we%pay%special%attention%to%the%role%of%communication%given%its%important%role%in%EAM.%We%define%the%following%two%research%questions%(RQs):%
RQ1:, How,do, differences, between, organizational, subcultures, contribute2, to, a, reduced,
EA,effectiveness?,
RQ2:, What,is,the,role,of,communication,in,the,relation,between,subcultural,differences,







By%focusing%on%the%introduced%research%questions%this%thesis%contributes%to%the%underHstanding%of%the%role%of%soft%factors%in%the%context%of%EA.%Specifically,%it%provides%inHdepth%insights% into% the% contribution%of% subcultural%differences% to% a% reduced%EA%effectiveness%and% into% the%role%of%communication% in% this%context.%We%develop%a% theory% that%explains%how%subcultural%differences,%communication,%and%EA%effectiveness%are%related.%SummaHrized,%this%dissertation%makes%the%following%contributions:%
• It%illustrates%that%not%only%subcultural%differences%but%also%subcultural%similarities%can%contribute%to%a%reduced%EA%effectiveness%(chapter%5).%
• It% demonstrates% that% the% relation%between% subcultural% differences% and/or% simiHlarities%and%a%reduced%EA%effectiveness%is%mostly,%but%not%always,%indirect%(chapHter%5).%
• It%shows%that%communication%defects%are%an%important%intermediary%factor%in%the%relation% between% subcultural% differences/similarities% and% a% reduced% EA% effecHtiveness%(chapter%5).%
• It%derives%a%typology%of%communication%defects%relevant%in%the%field%of%EA%(section%4.3).%
• It%applies%an%existing%organizational%culture%framework%(Detert%et%al.%2000)%to%the%level%of%organizational%subcultures.% In%doing%so,%we%adapt% the%definitions% to%our%purposes.%Furthermore,%we%extend%the%framework,%e.g.%by%adding%an%EA%specific%subculture%dimension:%‘orientation%to%IT’%(section%4.2).%















The(definition(by(The(Open(Group((2011)(can(be(broken(down(into(three(different(asOpects:( (1)( EA( as( a( structure( or( state( (“the( structure( of( components,( their( interOrelationships”),( (2)(EA(as(a(set(of(descriptive(products((“a( formal(description(of(a(sysOtem,(or(a(detailed(plan(of( the(system(at(component( level”),(and((3)(EA(as(a(set(of(preOscriptive( products( (“the( principles( and( guidelines( governing( their( design( and( evoluOtion”).(In(the(following(paragraphs,(we(will(elaborate(on(these(three(understandings(of(EA(by(presenting(additional(EA(definitions.(Furthermore,(we(will( introduce(the(underOstanding(of(EA(as(a(practice(before(we(present(our(own(view(on(the(field(of(EA(in(section(2.1.2.(
EA#as#structural#state.(According(to(the(ISO/IEC/IEEE(FDIS(42010(standard,(EA(comOprises( the( “fundamental( concepts( or( properties( of( [an( enterprise]( in( its( environment(embodied( in( its( elements,( relationships,( and( in( the(principles(of( its(design(and(evoluOtion”( (ISO/IEC/IEEE(FDIS(42010:2011).( In(other(words,(EA( itself( are( the( fundamental(concepts( or( properties( of( an( enterprise.( This( is( in( line( with( Lankhorst( and( Proper((2012)(who(argue(that(“any(system([and(thus(any(enterprise](has(an(architecture,(even(if(it(was(not(consciously(designed”.(This(means(that(EA(can(be(understood(as(the(strucOtural( state( of( an( enterprise( that( can(but( does(not( have( to( be(described,( designed( and(changed.(
EA#as#a#set#of#descriptive#products.(Other(EA(definitions(see(EA(as(purely(descriptive.(That(is,(EA(limits(itself(to(describing(the(characteristics(of(existing((asOis)(or(desired((toObe)(artefacts((Hoogervorst(2004).(For(instance,(Labusch(et(al.((2013)(define(EA(as(“the(definition(and(representation(of(a(highOlevel(view(on(an(enterprise’s([…](business(proOcesses(and(IT(systems,(their(interrelationships,(and(the(extent(to(which(these(processes(and(systems(are(shared(by(different(parts(of(this(enterprise”.(Also,(Veasey((2001)(sees(architecture( as( “a( static( model( […]( that( does( not( contain( information( about( its( own(change”.(According(to(Veasey((2001),(strategies(for(change(are(developed(by(comparing(the(description(of(an(asOis(situation(to(the(description(of(a(toObe(situation.(
EA#as#a#set#of#prescriptive#products.#Other(definitions(understand(EA(as(a(prescripOtive(concept.(Hoogervorst((2004)(defines(EA(for(example(“as(a(consistent(set(of(design(principles(and(standards(that(guide(design”.(Lankhorst(et(al.((2009)(share(the(view(that(EA(is(prescriptive.(However,(they(do(not(only(see(EA(as(a(collection(of(principles(but(also(include(methods(and(models(in(their(definition.(Furthermore,(they(do(not(limit(the(use(of( EA( to( the( design( phase( but( add( the( “realisation( of( an( enterprise’s( organizational(structure,(business(processes,(information(systems,(and(infrastructure”((Lankhorst(et(al.(2009)(as(a(field(of(use.(






Enterprise+architecture(is(the(structural(state(of(an(enterprise’s(business(proOcesses( and( IT( systems,( their( interOrelationships,( and( how( these( processes(and(systems(are(shared(by(different(parts(of(the(enterprise.((
(
Figure#2.1.#The(field(of(enterprise(architecture.(

















parts(of( it.(A(prescriptive(EA(product(restricts( the(design(and(realization(of(an(EA.(Typical(EA(products(are(EA(models((descriptive)3,(road(maps((sequence(of(descriptive(products),(and(EA(principles((prescriptive).(Next(to(EA(products,(the(field(of(EA(comprises(practices((section(2.1.1).(EAOrelated(pracOtices(are(for(example(the(development(and(application(of(EA(products((Van(Steenbergen(and( Brinkkemper( 2009)( as( well( as( the( communication( with( stakeholders.( The( Open(Group( (2011)( refers( to( those(practices(as(architecture(governance:( “Architecture(govOernance(is(the(practice(and(orientation(by(which(enterprise(architectures(and(other(arOchitectures(are(managed(and(controlled”.(Labusch(and(Winter((2013)(call(those(practicOes(EAM:(“EA(management([…](is(concerned(with(the(establishment(and(coordinated(deOvelopment(of(EA(in(order(to(consistently(respond(to(business(and(IT(goals,(opportuniOties,(and(necessities”((Labusch(and(Winter(2013).(We(adopt(the(term(EAM(to(describe(the(set(of(EAOrelated(practices((Figure(2.1).(However,(in(contrast(to(the(two(afore(cited(definitions,(we(emphasize( that(EAM(entails( solely(practices.(We( therefore(define(EAM(as:( a(set(of(EAOrelated(practices(that(are(concerned(with(the(establishment(and(coordinated(development(of(EA.(This(entails(the(development(and(use(of(EA(products(and(all(the(practices(that(aim(at(designing,(developing,(controlling,(or(changing(an(enterprise’s(architecture.(EAM(provides(a(holistic(view(on(an(enterprise((Lankhorst(et(al.(2009,(Van(der(Raadt(et(al.(2008,(Veasey(2001).(As(explained(in(chapter(1,(it(is(mainly(employed(to(steer(enterOprise( transformation( (e.g.( Lankhorst( et( al.( 2009,( Op't( Land( et( al.( 2009,(Wagter( et( al.(2011).(





importance(to(our(research.(We(will,(therefore,(detail(our(view(on(the(EA(function(in(the(following(paragraphs.(The( EA( function( includes( both( enterprise( architects( and( nonOarchitect( stakeholders((The(Open(Group(2011,(Van(der(Raadt(2011).(Van(der(Raadt( (2011)(offers( a(detailed(view(on( the(EA( function.(He(distinguishes( three(subfunctions4(within( the(EA( function:(EA(delivery,(EA(decisionOmaking,(and(EA(conformance((Figure(2.2).(
EA+decision3making(is(responsible(for(strategic(aspects(regarding(EA:(they(define(the(EA(function’s(objectives(and(are(accountable(for(the(EA(function’s(performance.(Therefore,(they(are( in(charge(of(making(strategic(EAOrelated(decisions.(For( instance,(EA(decisionOmaking( approves( (or( rejects)( new( EA( products.( In( addition,( they( are( responsible( for(communicating( their( decisions.( Finally,( EA( decisionOmaking( also( handles( escalations,(such(as(solutions(that(do(not(conform(to(EA(or(conflicts(within(the(EA(function.(A(typical(example(of(EA(decisionOmaking(actors(is(senior(management.(Yet,(the(decisionOmaking(can( also( be( delegated( to( a( specialized( body( that( is( only( responsible( for( EA( decisionOmaking,(e.g.(an(EA(council((Van(der(Raadt(2011).(









Yet,(taking(a(closer(look(at(their(view,(we(conclude(that(the(definition(of(the(governance(of(enterprise(transformation(by(Op’t(Land(et(al.((2009)(and(the(definition(of(the(EA(funcOtion(by(Van(der(Raadt((2011)(are(close(to(each(other.(The(domain(enterprise(architecOture( corresponds( to( the( subfunction( EA( delivery;( the( domain( strategy( can( also( be( laObelled(as(EA(decisionOmaking;(and(the(domain(programme(management(is(comparable(to(EA(conformance.(In(Figure(2.2,(we(therefore(combine(the(two(views(by(Van(der(Raadt((2011)(and(Op’t(Land(et(al.((2009).(2.2 On(organizational(subculture(
 Defining(organizational(subculture(2.2.1Culture(can(be(studied(on(different(levels(depending(on(the(unit(of(analysis,(e.g.(the(geoOgraphical(level((nation,(region,(etc.)((Hofstede(2001),(the(organizational(level((Detert(et(al.(2000,(Hofstede(et(al.(2010,(Schein(2004)(or(the(organizational(subgroup(level((Detert(et(al.(2000,(Hofstede(1998,(Schein(2004).(As(explained(in(section(1.1.2,(our(research(foOcuses(on(the(latter,(i.e.(on(organizational(subcultures.(Culture(–(as(a(generic( term(–(has(been(defined( in(different(ways(by(different(authors.(Schein((2004)(defines(culture(as(
EA decision 
making









“a(pattern(of( shared(basic( assumptions( that(was( learned(by( a( group(and( it(solved(its(problems(of(external(adaptation(and(internal(integration,(that(has(worked(well( enough( to( be( considered( valid( and,( therefore,( to( be( taught( to(new(members( as( the( correct(way( to(perceive,( think,( and( feel( in( relation( to(those(problems”.(To(describe(culture(more(precisely,(Schein((2004)(compares(it(to(an(iceberg,(which(has(three(levels:(artefacts,(espoused(beliefs(and(values(and(underlying(assumptions((Figure(2.3).(The(tip(of(the(iceberg(corresponds(to(a(culture’s(artefacts,(e.g.(language,(technology,(clothing( or( buildings.( Artefacts( are( easily( recognizable,( analogous( to( an( iceberg’s( tip,(which(is(usually(visible(above(the(water’s(surface(and(has(a(smaller(circumference(than(the(lower(parts.(Furthermore,(artefacts(are(easier(to(change(than(other(parts(of(the(culOture.((
(
Figure#2.3.#The(culture(iceberg((adopted(from(Schein((2004)).(
The( middle( part( of( the( iceberg( represents( the( culture’s( espoused+ beliefs+ and+ values((Figure( 2.3).( Those( beliefs( and( values( include( strategies,( philosophies( and( goals( of( a(group(and(characterize(what( is(perceived(as(right(or(wrong.(Beliefs(and(values(cannot(be(seen(on(the(surface(but(need(a(bit(of(digging(to(discover(them.(Also,(changing(beliefs(and(values(requires(more(effort(and(more(time(than(changing(artefacts.(The(lowest(part(of(the(iceberg(symbolizes(a(culture’s(underlying+assumptions((Figure(2.3).(They(are(takOen(for(granted(perceptions(or(beliefs(of(the(members(of(a(culture.(Assumptions(are(diffiOcult(to(discover,(similar(to(the(bottom(part(of(an(iceberg,(which(is(deep(below(sea(level(and(has(the(largest(circumference.(Finally,(assumptions(are(the(part(of(a(culture(that(is(most(difficult(to(change.(( (
artefacts





Furthermore,(Hofstede(et(al.((2010)(define(culture(as(“the(collective(programming(of(the(mind(that(distinguishes(the(members(of(one(group(or(category(of(people(from(others”.(While(Schein((2004)(distinguishes( three( layers(of(culture,(Hofstede(et(al.( (2010)(menOtion( four( different( manifestations( of( culture( –( symbols,( heroes,( rituals( and( values( –(where(symbols(are(the(most(superficial(manifestations(and(values(are(the(deepest(maniOfestations(of(culture.(The(culture(definitions(by(Schein((2004)(and(Hofstede(et(al.((2010)(share(that(a(culture(is(specific(to(a(group.(Hofstede(et(al.((2010)(add(the(aspect(of(differentiating(one(culture(from(another(one.( In( our(own(definition,(we( also( consider( that( the( adoption(of( a( culOture’s( value,( etc.( happens( either( consciously( or( unconsciously( (Kraus( et( al.( 2006).( By(combining( the( presented( culture( definitions( we( derive( our( own( definition.( Since( our(research( focuses(on(organizational(subculture,(we( introduce(organizational(subgroups((e.g.(departments,(hierarchy(levels,(functions)(as(unit(of(analysis.(Organizational( subculture( is( the( aggregate( of( values,( norms( and( attitudes,(which(are( adopted( consciously(or(unconsciously(by( the(members(of( an(orOganizational(subgroup,(and(which(distinguish(the(members(of(that(subgroup(from(those(of(another(subgroup(in(the(same(organization.(Our( definition( adopts( the( group( specificity( mentioned( by( Hofstede( et( al.( (2010)( and(Schein((2004)(and(shares(the(idea(that(culture(closes(one(group(off(from(another(one.(In(doing(so,(we(make(explicit(that(organizational(subculture(distinguishes(subgroups(withOin( the( same(organization( from(each(other.(Furthermore,(our(definition(adds(more(deOtails(concerning(the(“collective(programming(of(the(mind”((Hofstede(et(al.(2010)(by(exOplicitly(referring(to(values,(norms(and(attitudes.(Finally,(it(adopts(the(property(suggestOed(by(Kraus(et(al.((2006)(that(values,(etc.(can(be(taken(up(in(a(conscious(or(unconscious(way.(




In(contrast,(Boltanski(and(Thévenot((2006)(provide(a(more(interpretive+framework(that(foregoes( the( use( of( specific( dimensions( to( characterize( cultures.( Instead,( they( take( a(more( open( approach( to( culture( by( providing( broad( descriptions( of( specific( cultures.(Their(framework((Boltanski(and(Thévenot(2006)(comprises(six(different(worlds((or(culOtures).(Each(world(is(described(by(illustrating(its(members’(behaviour(and(preferences(in(continuous(text(without(providing(a(precise(list(of(characterizing(dimensions(and/or(values.(Hence,(the(reader(needs(to(derive(the(values(and(attitudes(by(himO/herself.(On( the( one( hand,( dimensional( frameworks( are( more( restrictive( than( interpretive(frameworks( to( the(extent( that( they(only( consider(a(predetermined(number(of( culture(dimensions.(That(approach(entails(the(risk(of(missing(important(values/attitudes(when(characterizing(a(culture.(On( the(other(hand,(dimensional( frameworks(offer(more( freeOdom(to(the(extent(that(the(different(values(can(be(combined(in(a(flexible(way.(For(examOple,(two(cultures(can(be(different(regarding(all(of(the(dimensions(or(regarding(just(one(dimension.(In(contrast,(more(interpretive(frameworks(provide(given(culture(types(that(are(different(from(each(other(concerning(more(than(one(value.(As(a(consequence,(anaOlysts(may(have(to(compromise(in(assigning(an(existing(culture(to(one(of(the(types.(To(avoid(such(compromises(and(to(make(our(analysis(as(transparent(and(comparable(as(possible,(we(use(a(dimensional(framework(to(study(subcultural(differences(in(the(conOtext(of(EA.(More(specifically,(we(adapt(and(extend(the(theoretical(framework(suggested(by(Detert( et( al.( (2000).(We(choose( this( framework( for( three( reasons:( first,( the( frameOwork(presents(a(synthesis(of(multiple(previously(existing(culture(frameworks((e.g.(HofOstede(et(al.((2010),(Cameron(and(Freeman((1991)(and(Schein((2004)).(Second,(Detert(et(al.((2000)(apply(their(framework(in(the(context(of(total(quality(management((TQM),(an(area(that,(similar(to(EA,(takes(a(holistic(view(on(enterprises((Cua(et(al.(2001).(Finally,(the(framework(by(Detert(et(al.((2000)(has(already(been(successfully(applied(in(the(context(of(EA((Van(Steenbergen(2011).(Detert(et(al.((2000)(derive(eight(culture(dimensions(that(are(summarized(in(Table(2.1.(








Note(that(Detert(et(al.((2000)(present(their(framework(in(the(context(of(organizational(culture.(To(the(best(of(our(knowledge(it(has(not(yet(been(applied(to(describe(organizaOtional( subcultures.( However,( Detert( et( al.( (2000)( themselves( suggest( that( future( reOsearch( should( focus( on( organizational( subcultures( and( their( interplay.(We( follow( this(suggestion(by(extending(and(adapting(their(framework(to(study(subcultural(differences(in(the(context(of(EA((section(4.2).(2.3 On(communication(
Since(our(RQ2(addresses(the(role(of(communication(in(the(relation(between(subcultural(differences( and( a( reduced( EA( effectiveness,( this( section( defines( the( basic( notion( of(communication.( We( understand( communication( as( the( transmission( of( information(from(a(sender(to(a(receiver((Schulz(von(Thun(2010;(Shannon(1948)((Figure(2.4).((
(
Figure#2.4.(Communication(model((based(on(Schulz(von(Thun((2010)(and(Shannon((1948)).(




















This(chapter(provides(the(methodological(base(of(our(research.(As(stated(in(section(1.2,(we(aim(at(developing(an(explanatory(theory.(In(section(3.1.1,(we(explain(why(we(adopt(an(interpretive(approach(to(answer(our(research(questions.(Section(3.1.2(elaborates(on(the(constituents(of(an(explanatory(theory.(In(section(3.1.3,(we(outline(our(research(deHsign(consisting(of(an( iterative( research(process.(Thereafter,(we(detail( the(different( reHsearch(methods(we(employ(in(our(study((sections(3.2(to(3.4).(For(each(method(we(deHscribe(its(general(characteristics(and(explain(how(we(apply(the(respective(method(in(the(context( of( our( research.( Finally,( we( briefly( address( Ishikawa( diagrams( (section( 3.5),(which(we(use(for(visualizing(the(contribution(of(subcultural(differences(to(a(reduced(EA(effectiveness.(3.1 Research(approach(




we# adopt# a# subjectivist# view# assuming# that,# as# a# consequence# of# their# different#worldviews,#different#actors# interpret# the#same#situation# in#varying#ways.# In# line#with#that#approach,#we#“seek#to#understand#the#subjective#reality#of#[individuals]#in#order#to#be#able#to#make#sense#of#and#understand#their#motives,#actions#and#intentions#in#a#way#that#is#meaningful”#(Saunders#et#al.#2012).#To# study# the# views,# perceptions# and# opinions# of# individuals# we# apply# qualitative# reNsearch#methods.#In#doing#so,#we#understand#the#studied#individuals#as#representatives#of#an#organizational#subgroup#or#subculture.#By#analysing#and#comparing#the#individuNals’#views#we#are#able#to#study#how#subcultural#differences#contribute#to#a#reduced#EA#effectiveness#and#what#the#role#of#communication#is#in#that#relation.#With#our#research,#we#do#not#aim#at#statistical#generalization#nor#at#measuring#the#imNpact#of#cultural#differences#but#at#understanding#and#explaining#our#research#phenomeNnon#(Saunders#et#al.#2012).#Consequently,#in#answering#our#research#questions#we#work#towards#an#explanatory# theory.#Before#we#present# the# research#design# (section#3.1.3)#we#briefly#elaborate#on#what#constitutes#an#explanatory#theory.#















the#reporting#structure#of#part#II#of#this#dissertation#(Figure#3.2,#right#part).#In#doing#so,#we#present#our#results#by#theory#element.#In#chapter#4,#we#address#the#‘what’#by#definNing# and# operationalizing# EA# effectiveness,# organizational# subculture# and# communicaNtion#defects.#Chapter#5#explains#the#relation#between#those#three#concepts#in#detail#and#thus#concerns#the#‘how’.#Yet,#through#investigating#the#‘how’#we#gain#new#insights#that#also#extend#the# ‘what’#by#adding# intermediary# factors#(Figure#3.2).#Since# the#elements#‘who,#where,#when’#and#‘why’#both#form#part#of#the#discussion,#we#will#present#them#in#one#chapter#(chapter#6).###
#
Figure'3.2.#Research#process#and#reporting#structure.#















































As#shown#in#Figure#3.2,#the#study#of#literature#constitutes#an#important#part#of#our#reNsearch#process.#According#to#Webster#and#Watson#(2002)#“a#highNquality#review# is#complete#and# focuses#on#concepts.#A#complete#reNview# covers# relevant# literature# on# the# topic# and# is# not# confined# to# one# reNsearch#methodology,#one#set#of#journals,#or#one#geographic#region”.#To#achieve# such#a#high#quality,#Webster#and#Watson# (2002)# recommend#a# structured#approach#comprising#three#steps:#1. search#within# leading# journals#and#conference#proceedings;# in# interdisciplinary#fields,#also#search#in#areas#that#are#related#to#your#core#area;#2. search#for#relevant#literature#within#the#citations#of#the#publications#identified#in#step#1;#3. search#publications#that#cite#the#key#publications#identified#in#steps#1#and#2.#We#adopt#this#approach#as# follows:#by#searching#within#multiple#databases#we#ensure#including#the#relevant#journals#and#conference#proceedings#(step#1).#Since#the#topic#of#this#dissertation#combines#multiple#disciplines,#we#consult#both#databases#common# in#the#field#of#IS#as#well#as#databases#common#in#management#science#(Table#3.1).#









Table'3.2.'Literature#study#on#communication#defects#–#as#of#May#and#September#2012.### Aim# Keywords# Used#references#1# Study#the#relation#between#subculNtural#differences#and#communicaNtion#defects#
{organizational#communication,#communication#breakdowns,#comNmunication#defects,#communication#problems}#AND#{cultural#differences,#organizational#subcultures,#cultural#diversity}#
Gilsdorf#(1998),#Jones#et#al.#(2006),#Nakakoji#(1996)#











Table'3.3.'Literature#study#on#EA#effectiveness#–#as#of#20th#July#2015.#Keyword# ##results#excluding#own#papers# ##after#perusing# Used#references#
Enterprise#architecture#effectiveness# 262# 10#
Espinosa#et#al.#(2011),#Günther#(2014),#Kamogawa#and#Okada#(2005),#Lange#and#Mendling#(2011),#Pruijt#et#al.#(2013),#Van#der#Raadt#et#al.#(2007),#Van#der#Raadt#et#al.#(2010),#Van#der#Raadt#(2011),#Van#Steenbergen#and#Brinkkemper#(2009),#Van#Steenbergen#(2011)##
Table'3.4.'Literature#study#within#references#citing#Detert#et#al.#(2000)#–#Google#Scholar,#as#of#9th#July#2015.'Keyword# ##results#excluding#own#papers# ##after#perusNing# Used#references#













semiNstructured# expert# interviews# that# build# upon# the# insights# gained# during# the# unNstructured#interviews#and#the#related#literature#study#(Figure#3.2,#left#part).#Finally,#we#also#use#semiNstructured#interviews#in#our#case#studies#(section#0).#In#the#following,#we#describe#the#design#of#our#exploratory#expert#interviews#and#the#semiNstructured#expert#interviews.#




 Design#of#semiNstructured#expert#interviews#3.3.2The# exploratory# interviews# and# the# related# literature# study# indicate# that# communicaNtion# defects# play# an# important# intermediary# role# in# the# relation# between# subcultural#differences# and# a# reduced# EA# effectiveness.# To# gain# further# insights# into# the# role# of#communication# defects# in# EAM,# we# conduct# semiNstructured# expert# interviews.# This#time,#the#expert#interviews#serve#to#develop#a#typology#(Flick#2009)#of#communication#defects.#We#choose#the#method#of#semiNstructured#interviews#because#we#want#to#focus#on#specific#topics#while#staying#open#for#emerging#topics#(Runeson#and#Höst#2009).#
Sample.#We#use#an#accidental# sampling#strategy,#namely# the#snowball# sampling# techNnique.#According#to#Miles#and#Huberman#(1994),#snowball#sampling#is#useful#to#identify#experts#that#have#significant#experience#concerning#the#phenomenon#studied.#The#size#of#our#sample# is#determined#by# theoretical#saturation.#That# is,#we#stop#collecting#data#when# we# do# not# gain# any# new# insights# into# our# research# phenomenon# (Eisenhardt#1989),#namely#communication#defects#in#the#context#of#EAM.#In#total,#we#conduct#nine#interviews#(E11#–#E19#in#Table#3.5).#Our#interviewees#mainly#come#from#the#Netherlands#where#we#start#the#snowball#sampling#process.#Two#experts#come#from#the#USA#and#one#comes# from#France#but#works# in#an#organization# located# in#Luxembourg.#Eight#of# the#nine#interviewees#are#enterprise#architects.#One#expert#does#not#work#as#an#enterprise#architect#as#such#but#has#worked#closely#together#with#architects#(Table#3.5).#Therefore,#we#consider#him#as#EA#expert#as#well.#




Data' collection.# For# our# semiNstructured# interviews# we# develop# an# interview# guide#(appendix#A.1),#which#is#structured#following#Flick#(2009)#moving#from#open#to#theoryNdriven#questions.#We#adopt#this#funnel#approach#on#two#levels:#first,#regarding#the#topNics#and#second,#regarding#the#questions#within#each#topic.#Our#interview#comprises#four#large#topics:#(1)# the#architect’s#role# in#an#enterprise#transformation,#(2)#key# factors#of#success#or#failure#in#EANguided#enterprise#transformations,#(3)#the#role#of#communicaNtion# in# EANguided# enterprise# transformations# and# (4)# the# role# of# subcultures# in# EANguided#enterprise#transformations.#The#first#two#topics#are#very#open,#whereas#the#last#two# topics# are#more# specific# and# directly# linked# to# our# research.#We# choose# this# apNproach#to#further#explore#the#field#before#addressing#our#research#focus.#The#open#quesNtions#in#part#two,#for#instance,#aim#at#checking#whether#communication#spontaneously#comes#to#the#experts’#minds#as#a#reason#for#a#reduced#EA#effectiveness#and#which#other#reasons# are# considered# as# important.# However,# the# focus# of# the# interviews# is# on# the#third#topic.#The#funnel#approach#is#not#only#applied#to#the#overall#structure#of#the#interNview,#but#also#to#the#questions#within#each#of#the#four#topics#to#influence#the#answers#as#little#as#possible.#To# ensure# construct# validity# (Runeson# and#Höst,# 2009)# of# ‘organizational# subculture’#during#the#interviews,#we#define#the#term#before#using#it#in#the#questions.#To#this#end,#we#use#two#procedures:#if#the#interviewee#mentions#the#term#before#we#introduce#it,#we#ask#for#his#definition.#And#if#it#deviates#substantially#from#our#understanding,#we#state#our#own#definition.#If#the#interviewee#does#not#introduce#the#concept#of#organizational#subculture,#we# define# it#when# posing# the# first# question# regarding# this# topic.# This# apNproach#enables#us#to#understand#the#interviewee’s#subjective#understanding#of#organiNzational# subculture.#Furthermore,#we#ensure# that#all# the# interviewees#understand#our#view#on#organizational#subculture#(Runeson#and#Höst#2009).#The# interviews# take# place# in# summer# 2012.# Each# interview# lasts# between# 60# and# 90#minutes.#All#the#interviews#are#conducted#in#English.#Similar#to#the#unstructured#interNviews,#we#do#not#perceive#any#language#related#difficulty#on#the#part#of#the#interviewNees.#To#document# the# information#gained# in# the# interviews,#we# take#notes#during#and#after#each#interview.#Furthermore,#all# the# interviews#are#recorded#with#permission.# In#doing#so,#a#smartphone#proves#to#be#a#good#recording#device#because#the#participants#do#not#perceive#it#as#recording#device,#which#helps#them#forget#that#they#are#recorded.#




To#analyse#the#transcripts#and#notes#from#the#interviews,#we#use#coding.#In#coding,#one#labels#text#segments#with#one#or#two#keywords#and#achieves,#thereby,#a#categorization#of#the#different#statements.#A#computer#programme#for#qualitative#data#analysis#faciliNtates#this#process5:#“By#coding,#the#researcher#first#reads#through#the#transcripts#and#codes#the#relevant#passages;#then#with#the#aid#of#codeNandNretrieve#programs#the#codNed#passages# can#be# retrieved#and# inspected#over# again,#with#options#of# reNcoding#and#of#combining#codes”#(Kvale#2007).#To#analyse#the#semiNstructured#expert#interviews,#we#use#two#different#types#of#coding:#(1)#open#coding#and#(2)#axial#coding.#In#(1)#open#coding,#the#researcher#takes#an#unbiNased#perspective#on#the#field#of#study#as#s/he#does#not#predefine#any#code.#Instead,#all#the# codes# emerge# directly# from# the# text# (Böhm#2004,# Corbin# and# Strauss# 1990).# The#resulting#codes#are#then#grouped#into#categories#(Flick#2009).#Codes#and#categories#are#typically#visualized#in#a#coding#tree#(Figure#B.1,#appendix#B).#In#terms#of#the#theory#eleNments# suggested# by#Whetten# (1989)# open# coding# reveals# the# ‘what’.# To# address# the#‘how’,#Corbin#and#Strauss#(1990)#suggest#(2)#axial#coding.#It#aims#at#identifying#the#relaNtions# between# categories# and# codes,# for# instance# causes# and# consequences# of# a# pheNnomenon.#To# this#end,#one#selects#only# those#categories# from#the#coding# tree# that#are#most#relevant#to#answer#the#research#questions.#Once#the#relevant#categories#are#identiNfied,#their#relations#can#be#elaborated#based#on#the#interviewees’#explanations#and#illusNtrations# (Flick# 2009).# Typically,# open# coding# and# axial# coding# are# applied# together# to#generate#theory#(Corbin#and#Strauss#1990).#The#author#of#this#dissertation#codes#all#the#transcripts#and#notes.#3.4 Case#studies#






 Case#descriptions#3.4.1We# conduct# two# case# studies:# one# in# a# Dutch# governmental# agency,# in# the# following#called#GovNed,#and#one#in#a#European#airport#company,#in#the#following#called#Europort.#




In# our# study# at# GovNed,#we# concentrate# on# two# specific# transformation# projects:# the#introduction#of#a#new#organizational#function#and#the#introduction#of#a#new#application.#Focusing#the#study#on#specific#projects#has#two#advantages:#first,#it#helps#select#relevant#interviewees;# and# second,# during# the# interviews# we# can# refer# to# a# specific# example,#which#helps#the#interviewees#understand#and#answer#the#questions.#
Europort.#From#October#2014#until#January#2015#we#conduct#our#second#case#study#in#a#European#airport#company#that#owns#a#large#international#airport#and#a#few#regional#airports.# Apart# from# the# aviation# business# (comprising# passenger# flights# and# cargo),#Europort# is# responsible# for#developing#and#managing# the#different#shops,# restaurants,#etc.#that#are#located#at#the#airports.#Furthermore,#Europort#invests#in,#develops,#managNes,#and#operates#real#estate.#Europort’s#EA#function#is#composed#of#different#actors.#The#architecture#team#executes#EA#delivery.# It#consists#of#ten#domain#architects#and#one#enterprise#architect.#EA#deciNsions#are#taken#by#the#MT#of#the#IT#department,#comprising#the#CIO#and#four#IT#managNers.# Project# architects# and# project#managers# are# responsible# for# EA# conformance.# All#actors#of#the#EA#function#belong#to#Europort’s#IT#department.#In#contrast#to#our#first#case#study,#we#do#not#focus#on#any#specific#project#at#Europort#because#Europort#prefers# to#keep# the# study#on#a# general# level.#Therefore,#we#have# to#adapt#our#study#design.#This# is#not#uncommon#in#caseNstudy#research#since#a#comproNmise#needs#to#be#found#between#the#requirements#of#the#researchers#and#those#of#the#caseNstudy#partners#(Runeson#and#Höst#2009).#In#our#case,#the#adaptation#is#particularly#important# concerning# the# individual# interviews#where#we# have# to# specifically# ask# for#anecdotal# illustrations.# Furthermore,#we# take# the# different# design# into# account# in# our#analysis.#However,#keeping# the#study#on#a#general# level#also#entails#an#advantage:# the#broader#scope#of#the#study#allows#gaining#insights#into#a#variety#of#projects,#thus,#coverNing#a#larger#part#of#the#organization.#


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































“strategy#leading#to#a#deeper#understanding#of#the#issue#under#investigation,#and#thereby#as#a#step#on#the#road#to#greater#knowledge”#(Flick#2004).#To#account# for#data$triangulation,#we#diversify#our#data#sources#on#two# levels.#On#the#one#hand,#we#collect#data# in# two#different#organizations.# In#doing#so,#we# take# into#acJcount#two#completely#different#organizational#contexts.#In#addition#to#strengthening#our#conclusions#by#supporting# the#application#of# the# theory#across#multiple#organizations,#this#approach#enriches#our#results#by#adding#organizational#specific#aspects.#On#the#othJer#hand,#we#also#use#different#data#sources#within#each#organization:#“In#a#case#study,#it#is#also#important#to#take#into#account#viewpoints#of#differJent#roles,#and#to#investigate#differences,#for#example,#between#different#proJjects#and#products”#(Runeson#and#Höst#2009).#Following#this#recommendation,#our#samples#comprise#employees#with#different#roles,#backgrounds#or#responsibilities#(Table#3.6).#
GovNed.#At#GovNed,#eight#employees#participate#in#our#study.#As#we#focus#on#two#speJcific#projects,#our#interviewees#are#part#of#the#two#project#teams.#As#a#consequence,#our#sample# comprises#different# roles,# e.g.# project#manager,# project# employee,# system#speJcialist.#In#addition#to#the#projectJteam#members,#the#architecture#board#takes#part#in#our#study#both# in# the# individual# interviews#and# in# the#group#discussion.#Having#such#a#diJverse# sample# ensures# a# large# variety# of# perspectives.# This# is# particularly# interesting#when#studying# subcultural#differences.#By# including#employees# from#different#departJments#and#with#different#roles#we#manage#to#cover#different#subcultures.#






Documents.#Documents#are#an# important#data#source# in#case#studies.#The#documents#we#analyse#were#produced#prior#to#our#studies.#Thus,#they#offer#an#“unfiltered#perspecJtive#on#the#field#and#its#processes”#and#go#“beyond#the#perspectives#of#members#in#the#field”# (Flick# 2009).# Through# the# document# analysis# we# aim# at# gaining# context# inforJmation#(Flick#2009)#including#information#about#the#organizational#structure,#responsiJbilities,#processes,#strategic#goals,#EA#objectives,#corporate#values,#and#specific#projects.#To#this#end,#we#collect#data#from#publicly#accessible#documents#(e.g.#corporate#reports,#websites)#as#well#as# internal#documents# (e.g.#project#plans,# strategic#documents,#busiJness# information#plans).#The#document# selection# is# subject# to#availability# (Flick#2009,#Yin# 2003).# That# is,# not# all# the# desired# documents# are# available# in# both# organizations,#either#because#they#do#not#exist#or#because#they#are#not#provided#by#the#organization.#For#instance,#GovNed#does#not#have#a#document#on#EA#objectives,#while#Europort#does#not#provide#project#plans#for#confidentiality#reasons.#





a# relatively# small# amount#of# time.#Furthermore,# in#group#discussions,# the#participants#can# react# to# each# other’s# statements.# For# instance,# they# can# reinforce# someone# else’s#statement#or#disagree#with#it.#Also,#they#can#add#context#information#or#(potential)#reaJsons# for# a# particular# circumstance.# Finally,# we# conduct# the# group# discussions# among#real#groups,#the#teams#of#architects,#which#allows#creating#a#situation#that#comes#close#to#the#participants’#everyJdayJlife.#Such#an#approach#may#increase#the#participants’#conJfidence#(Flick#2009).#On#the#other#hand,#group#dynamics#may#also#hamper#the#information#flow#(Flick#2009).#For#example,#if#the#participants#do#not#trust#each#other#or#there#is#a#strong#hierarchy#in#the#group,# this# is# likely# to# lead# to#dishonest#statements#such#as#pretended#agreement.#Furthermore,#participants#may#hold#back#with#sensitive#information#because#they#fear#consequences# initiated# by# their# colleagues#who#participate# in# the# discussion.#Another#risk# is# that# a# small# number# of# individuals#may# dominate# the# discussion# (Flick# 2009).#This#risk#can#be#reduced#through#measures#taken#by#the#moderator.#Hence,#the#role#of#the#moderator#also#constitutes#an#important#issue#to#think#about#beJfore#conducting#a#group#discussion.#Flick# (2009)#distinguishes# three# types#of#moderaJtion:#giving#formal$direction#means#to#only#control#the#agenda#of#the#discussion,#i.e.#deJtermining#beginning,# course# and#end.#The# second# type#of#moderation# includes# topical$




Individual2interviews.#As#a#third#dataJcollection#method#we#use#qualitative#interviews#in#our#case#studies.#To#study#subcultural#differences#we#need#to#understand#the#world#views# of# individuals.# Usually,# an# individual’s# (sub)cultural# background# influences#his/her#stories,#explanations#and#statements.#Thus,#by# interpreting# their#explanations,#we#gain# insights# into# their#world#views.#Hence,#qualitative# individual# interviews#are#a#suitable# instrument# for# our# purposes.# Furthermore,# individual# interviews# are# free# of#(limiting)#group#dynamics.#This# is#particularly# important# for#our# study#as#we#address#potentially#sensitive#topics#(e.g.#challenges,#problems,#conflicts,#attitudes,#values)#in#our#interviews,#which#requires#a#situation#of#trust.#In#both#case#studies,#we#mainly#use#semiJstructured#interviews#(section#3.3).#This#helps#us#concentrate#on#specific#topics#and,#at#the#same#time,#offers#the#possibility#to#improJvise#and#explore#emerging#subjects#of#interest#(Corbetta#2003,#Runeson#and#Höst#2009).#At#GovNed,#we#also#conduct#one#unstructured#interview#with#an#enterprise#architect#(C7#in# Table# 3.6).# This# interview# emerges# spontaneously# during# our# stay# at# the# organizaJtion’s#premises.#The#interview#guide#used#in#the#case#studies#can#be#found#in#appendix#A.2.#The#duration#of# the# interviews# varies# from# 30# minutes# to# 3# hours# at# GovNed# and# from# 20# to# 50#minutes#at#Europort#depending#on#the#respondent’s#availability.#Again,#we#conduct#all#the# interviews# in#English,#which#does#not# form#a#problem# for# the# interviewees.#Every#semiJstructured# interview# is# recorded#with# a# smartphone.# Due# to# its# spontaneity# the#unstructured# interview# is# not# recorded.# Notes# are# taken# during# and# after# each# interJview.#
 Data#processing#and#analysis#3.4.4
Document2analysis.#As#explained# in#section#0,#we#aim#at#gaining#context# information#through#document#analysis.#To#this#end,#the#author#reads#the#documents#and#retrieves#the#relevant#information,#for#instance#EA#objectives#or#organizational#structures.#All#the#documents#are#analysed#by# the#author#of# this#dissertation.# In# the# case#of#GovNed,# the#documents#are#written#in#Dutch.#While#the#author#does#not#speak#Dutch,#a#combination#of#using#Google#Translate,#her#own#German#and#English#skills,#and#the#help#of#Dutch#naJtive#speakers,#a#good# translation# is#achieved.# In#cases#of#doubt,#we#contact#GovNed# to#ensure#a#correct#translation.#















To# visualize# the# contribution# of# organizational# subcultures# to# a# reduced#EA# effectiveJness#we#adopt#Ishikawa’s#causeJeffectJdiagram#(Ishikawa#1986).#Such#a#diagram#shows#(potential)#causes#of#a#specific#problem#(Figure#3.3).#It#allows#breaking#down#the#causes#in# a# hierarchical# manner# (Dale# 1999).# Thus,# a# causeJeffectJdiagram# helps# to# uncover#invisible#root#causes,#such#as#subcultural#differences,#of#a#specific#problem#(Dale#1999).#For# the#sake#of#readability#we#create#multiple#diagrams#according# to# the#EA#effectiveJness#dimensions#identified#in#section#4.1.#In#doing#so,#we#define# ‘reduced#EA#effectiveJness# in#dimension#x’#as#the#problem.#For#almost#each#bone,# the# lowest#cause# level# is#a#subcultural#difference.#Higher#level#causes#are#intermediary#factors#that#are#indicated#as#relevant#during#the#study.##
#
Figure23.3.#Generic#Ishikawa#diagram#as#used#in#this#dissertation.23.6 Summary#

















((As(explained(in(section(3.1.3,(we(start(presenting(our(theory(by(defining(the(core(conCcepts(of(our(research,( i.e.(the( ‘what’.( In(doing(so,(we(integrate(insights(from(our(literaCture(studies(and( insights( from(our(empirical( research.(Thus,(we(use(both(quotes( from(literature(and(from(our(interviews(to(illustrate(and(justify(our(explanations.(In(line(with(our( research(questions(and( the( findings( from(our(exploratory( interviews(we(consider(EA(effectiveness,(organizational(subculture(and(communication(defects(as(the(core(conCcepts(of(our(research.(In(this(chapter,(we(first(define(and(operationalize(EA(effectiveness((section( 4.1).( To( this( end,(we( present( different( existing( EA( effectiveness( frameworks.(Based(on( that( literature( study(and(on( insights( from(our(empirical(data(we(derive(our(operationalization( of( EA( effectiveness( that( is( largely( based( on( the( EA( Effectiveness(Measurement(Model(by(Van(der(Raadt(et(al.((2010).(






The( second( part( of( this( chapter( (section( 4.2)( addresses( organizational( subculture.( As(stated( in(section(2.2.2,(we(apply( the(organizational(culture( framework(by(Detert(et(al.((2000)(to(the(level(of(organizational(subculture(and(extend(it,(e.g.(by(adding(a(new(subCculture(dimension.(To(this(end,(we(first(explain(why(we(consider(the(framework(as(suitCable(for(studying(organizational(subculture.(Thereafter,(we(adapt(Detert(et(al.((2000)’s(framework( to( our( purposes( based( on( theoretical( and( empirical( insights,( and( discuss(important(remarks(regarding(how(we(apply(it(during(our(analysis.(Finally,(in(section(4.3,(we(derive(a(typology(of(communication(defects(based(on(empiriCcal(and(theoretical(insights.(Furthermore,(we(discuss(selected(aspects(regarding(the(use(of(that(typology(and(how(we(apply(it(to(our(analysis.(4.1 EA(effectiveness(





ization.(However,(when(applying(such(frameworks,(one(runs(the(risk(of(missing(objecCtives,(e.g.(because(the(informants(forget(to(name(them(or(are(not(aware(of(them.(MoreoCver,(in(our(research(setup,(i.e.(integrating(the(results(from(literature(studies,(expert(inCterviews(and(two(case(studies,( it( is(advisable( to(use(an(operationalization(of(EA(effecCtiveness(that(is(as(stable(as(possible(throughout(our(research.(We,( therefore,(decide( to(apply(a(generic,EA,effectiveness, framework( that(uses(a(predeCtermined(list(of(EA(objectives.(Such(frameworks(cover(a(large(range(of(possible(EA(obCjectives( and,( thus,( reduce( the( risk( of(missing( important( EA( objectives.( However,( they(cannot(be(understood(as(exhaustive.(Hence,(they(entail(the(risk(of(evoking(a(tunnel(viCsion,(meaning( that(EA(objectives(not( listed( in( the( framework(are(overlooked.(Another(criticism( is( that( the( relevance( of( all( the( listed(EA(objectives( for( the( studied( organizaCtion(s)(is(not(guaranteed.(We(account(for(those(concerns(by(presenting(the(framework(to(the(architects(during(the(group(sessions(and(asking(them(for(its(situational(relevance.(Furthermore,(we(explicitly(ask(the(architects(for(EA(objectives(missing(in(the(presented(list.(
Table&4.1.&Overview(of(existing(EA(effectiveness(frameworks.(Framework(type( Framework( References(Situation(speCcific( Enterprise(Architecture(Realization(Scorecard( Pruijt(et(al.((2013)(Architecture(Effectiveness(Model( Van(Steenbergen(and(Brinkkemper((2009),(Van(Steenbergen((2011)(
Generic(




EA(effectiveness.(Moreover,( they( leave(open(how( the(different( factors( can(be(defined.(Therefore,( and( because( it( is( specific( to( the( context( of( eCbusiness,(we( do( not( consider(their(framework(as(useful(for(our(purposes.(Espinosa(et(al.((2011)(propose(a(research(framework(to(evaluate(the(organizational(imCpact(of(EA.(In(that(context,(they(refer(to(EA(benefits,(e.g.( improved(integration,(greater(agility,(reduced(redundancy,(reduced(cost(or(increased(productivity.(The(authors(differCentiate( EA( technical( benefits,( EA( business( processes( and( EA( organizational( impact.(Their( framework( assumes( that( technical( benefits( improve( business( processes,( which(has(an(impact(on(the(organizational(level.(The(EA(benefits(presented(in(Espinosa(et(al.((2011)(can(be(understood(as(EA(objectives(since(the(benefits(can(only(be(realized(with(an(effective(EA(function.(In(our(research,(we(use(the(proposed(benefits((listed(in(appenCdix(C,(Table(C.1)(to(inform(our(effectiveness(framework.(Günther( (2014)( develops( the( Focus( Framework( for( Enterprise(Architecture(MeasureCments((FFEAM),(which(considers(four(areas:(the(decisionCmaking(process,(the(decisionCmaking(results,(programme(implementation,(and(programme(results.(Based(on(a(literaCture(study,(a(survey(and(expert(interviews(she(derives(a(set(of(key(performance(indicaCtors((KPIs)( for(each(area.(Those(KPIs(can(be(converted( into(EA(objectives.(A(complete(list(of(KPIs(and(corresponding(EA(objectives(can(be( found(in(appendix(C,(Table(C.2.( In(using(KPIs,(Günther((2014)(aims(at(quantitatively(assessing(an(organization’s(EA(effecCtiveness,( rather( than(qualitatively.(We( therefore(do(not( adopt(her( framework(but(use(her(KPIs(to(inform(our(operationalization((section(4.1.2).(The(Normalized(Architecture(Organization(Maturity(Index((NAOMI)(by(Van(der(Raadt(et(al.((2007)(provides(three(main(variables(to(assess(EA(effectiveness:(architecture(awareCness((i.e.(degree(of(architectural(thinking),(architecture(maturity((i.e.(how(well(architecCture(is(put(into(practice)(and(architecture(alignment((i.e.(aligning(different(architecture(functions).(Van(der(Raadt(et(al.((2007)(argue(that(an(organization’s(EA(effectiveness(deCpends(on(the(architecture(awareness,(the(level(of(architecture(maturity,(and(the(archiCtecture(alignment.(The(three(main(variables(are(influenced(by(six(underlying(variables:(architecture( governance,( architecture( processes,( communication( through( and( about(architecture,(organizational( support( for(architecture,(organizational( scope(of( architecCture,( and( human( and( other( architecture( resources.( According( to( Van( der( Raadt( et( al.((2007),( all( underlying( variables( are( interrelated( and( all( of( them( influence( each(main(variable.(While(NAOMI(represents(a(framework(for(analysing(EA(effectiveness(that(has(been(applied(in(practice,(the(corresponding(EA(objectives((high(awareness,(high(level(of(maturity,(and(good(alignment)(are(quite(high( level(and(not(operationalized(by( the(auCthors.(Three( years( later,( Van( der( Raadt( et( al.( (2010)( present( a( more( detailed( effectiveness(framework.(The(EA(effectiveness(measurement(model(has(mainly(been(developed(based(on( two( literature( studies( and( has( been( assessed( in( a( case( study.( The( first( literature(
EA(effectiveness((|((53((
((
study(addresses(the(question(which(organizational(objectives(the(EA(function(contribCutes(to.(The(authors( identify(agility(and(alignment(as(the(two(main(objectives.( In(a(seCcond( literature(study,(Van(der(Raadt(et(al.( (2010)( investigate(which(EA(objectives(are(likely( to(contribute( to(achieving(agility(and(alignment.(They( identify(131( low( level(EA(objectives(and(aggregate(them(to(11(high(level(objectives((5(for(agility(and(6(for(alignCment).(Appendix(C,(Table(C.3(presents(the(11(EA(objectives(and(explains(how(the(output(of(the(EA(function(contributes(to(achieving(those(objectives.(The(detailed(description(of(the( different( objectives( and( of( the( EA( function’s( contribution( makes( this( framework(highly(interesting(for(our(purposes.(Moreover,(while(their(model(is(called(‘measurement(model’,(Van(der(Raadt(et(al.((2010)(explicitly(state(that(“effectiveness(may([also](be(subCjectively(determined(from(the(joint(perception(of(EA(stakeholder(groups”.(This(fits(our(research(approach.(





“the(boundary(between(business(and(IT(is(fiction.(You(have(the(same(type(of(people(on(both(sides(of( the( fictional( line.( […](Usually,( the( finance(people( in(business(and(the(finance(people(in(IT,(they(understand(each(other(perfectly(well”.(In(line(with(the(statements(from(our(interviews(we,eschew,the,explicit,separation,of,IT,
and,business(when(operationalizing(EA(effectiveness.(In(doing(so,(we(widen(the(EA(obCjectives(of(Van(der(Raadt(et(al.((2010).(In(the(remainder(of(this(section,(we(describe(how(we(apply(those(changes(to(the(different(EA(objectives.(Furthermore,(we(use(related(litCerature((Table(4.3)(and(empirical(insights(to(inform(our(changes.(Table(4.2(summarizes(the(resulting(EA(effectiveness(framework.(
External&monitoring.( Van(der(Raadt( et( al.( (2010)( argue( that( one(objective(of( the(EA(function(is(to(monitor(the(external(world,(i.e.(external(to(the(organization.(This(includes(for(example(changes(concerning(technology,(the(market(or(new(regulations.(Following(those(external(changes(leads(to(the(identification(of(required(internal(changes,(e.g.(due(to(new(regulations,(and(of(new(opportunities,(e.g.( through(new(technology.(Lange(and(Mendling((2011)(partly(support(this(objective((Table(4.3)(with(their(EA(goal(of(“fulfilling(various(regulatory(requirements”.(Furthermore,( they(name( ‘innovation’(as(an(EA(goal.(This(is(in(line(with(identifying(opportunities(and(translating(them(to(new(ideas((Van(der(Raadt( et( al.( 2010).( Finally,( also( our( empirical( research( emphasizes( the( importance( of(external(monitoring:(“keeping(up(with(the(development(is(the(architects’(main(responCsibility”((C12).(We(change(the(description(provided(by(Van(der(Raadt(et(al.((2010)(to(the(following:(EA(delivery( keeps( up(with( the( social,(market,( technological( and( regulatory(developments,(identifies(required(changes(and(opportunities,(and(translates(them(into(new(ideas/innovation.(








Table&4.3.&Mapping(literature(on(EA(objectives(and(the(EA(objectives(presented(in(Van(der(Raadt(et(al.((2010).(EA(objective( Discussed(in(External(monitoring( Lange(and(Mendling((2011)(Flexibility( Espinosa(et(al.((2011),(Lange(and(Mendling((2011)(Speed( Espinosa(et(al.((2011),(Günther((2014),(Lange(and(Mendling((2011)(Quality(&(customization( Espinosa(et(al.((2011),(Günther((2014)(Initiation(of(change( Lange(and(Mendling((2011)(Internal(monitoring( (Communication(&(underCstanding( Günther((2014)(Governance( Espinosa(et(al.((2011),(Günther((2014),(Lange(and(Mendling((2011)(Partnership( Günther((2014)(Readiness(for(change( (Conformance(&(integration( Espinosa(et(al.((2011),(Günther((2014),(Lange(and(Mendling((2011)(
&
Speed.(The(objective(‘speed’(is(closely(related(to(‘flexibility’.(Through(the(reuse(of(existCing(organizational(components(and(through(the(integration(of(new(solutions(with(existCing( components( projects( shorten( their( lead( times( (Van( der( Raadt( et( al.( 2010).( In( the(model(by(Van(der(Raadt(et(al.((2010),(speed(refers(to(four(aspects:(timeCtoCmarket,(time(to(act(upon(change,(time(to(educate(employees,(and(time(to(run(endCtoCend(operations.(In( line(with( the( first( aspect,( Europort’s( enterprise( architect( states:( “we( have( to(make(sure(that(the(business(projects(speed(up(at(timeCtoCmarket”((C21).(The(second(aspect(–(response(time(in(changes(–(is(supported(by(Espinosa(et(al.((2011).(In(addition,(Espinosa(et(al.((2011)(relate(speed(to(the(response(time(in(application(development(and(mainteCnance(tasks.(Günther((2014)(adds( the(speed(of(decision(making(and(the(speed(of(proCgramme(completion((Table(4.3).(We(combine(the(different(descriptions(to:(EA(delivery(increases(an(organization’s(speed(in(terms(of(timeCtoCmarket,(reCsponse( time( to( changes,( decision(making,( programme( and( project( compleCtion,(application(development,(maintenance(tasks,(and(educating(employees.(
Quality&&&customization.(Another(goal(of(the(EA(function(is(to(ensure(the(design(and(realization(of(high(quality(and(customizable(products(and(services((Van(der(Raadt(et(al.(2010).(While(Van(der(Raadt(et(al.((2010)(explicitly(include(both(business(and(IT(prodCucts(and(services,(Günther((2014)(solely(refers(to(the(quality(regarding(IT(functionality.(Similar(to(Van(der(Raadt(et(al.((2010),(Espinosa(et(al.((2011)(understand(high(quality(as(a( lowClevel(objective( that(helps(achieve(agility(as(a(highClevel(objective( (Table(4.3).( In(doing(so,( they(refer( to( the(reliability(of( systems(and(components(and( to( the(organizaCtion’s( ability( to( “manage( and( utilize( the( infrastructure( component”( (Espinosa( et( al.(2011).(The(aim(of(achieving(high(quality(is(also(supported(by(one(of(Europort’s(domain(architects:( “we( try( to( find( the( best( solution( for( their( [=( the( stakeholders’]( business”(
EA(effectiveness((|((57((
((
(C15).(Following(Van(der(Raadt(et(al.((2010)(we(keep(the(scope(of(‘quality(and(customiCzation’(broad:(EA(delivery( and(EA( conformance(ensure( the(design(and( realization(of(high(quality(and(customizable(products(and(services(throughout(the(organization.(
Initiation&of&change.(According(to(Van(der(Raadt(et(al.((2010),(one(objective(of(the(EA(function( is( to( initiate( change( by( helping( “management( in( decision(making( about( new(business(and(IT(ideas,(by(creating(solution(alternatives(and(analyzing(their(profitability(and(feasibility”.(Similarly,(the(CIO(of(our(case(study(partner(Europort(states(that(it(is(not(enough(to(simply(say(that(a(certain(change(is(important.(Architects(should(rather(“show(and(prove(to(the(business(first(why(it(is(important,(because(it(could(make(the(passenger(journey(better(or(the(airport(more(efficient(or(more(revenues”((C9).(In(addition,(Lange(and( Mendling( (2011)( name( ‘innovation’( as( an( EA( goal( (Table( 4.3).( While( we(acknowledge(that( innovation(is(not(equal(to(change,(we(see(those(two(goals(as(closely(related(and(understand(innovation(as(one(type(of(change.(Concerning( the( stakeholders( of( this( EA(objective,( Van(der(Raadt( et( al.( (2010)( are(not(clear:(when(describing(the(contribution(of(the(EA(function,(they(only(mention(manageCment.(However,( in( their( description( of( the(EA( goal,( they( also( include( “the(workforce”((Table(C.3).(We(do(not(want( to( limit(our(description( to(management( for( two(reasons:(firstly,(the(decisionCmaking(power(does(not(necessarily(lie(with(management;(and(secCondly,( ‘initiation( of( change’( is( not( only( about( the( decision( to( initiate( change( but( also(about(the(willingness(to( implement(new(ideas(or(technology,(as(acknowledged(by(Van(der(Raadt(et(al.((2010).(To(be(effective,(this(willingness(needs(to(exist(among(manageCment(as(well(as(among(the(remaining(affected(employees.(Therefore,(we(use(the(word(‘stakeholders’(instead(of(‘management’:(EA(delivery(helps(their(stakeholders(in(decision(making(about(new(ideas(and(technology(by(creating(solution(alternatives(and(analysing(their(profitability(and(feasibility.(Furthermore,(they(increase(their(stakeholders’(willingness(to(implement(those(changes.(




dresses( communication( &( understanding( (Table( 4.3)( but( does( not( mention( specific(stakeholder( groups( in( that( context.(Our( empirical( experience( indicates( that(Günther’s(choice( is(more( appropriate( since( it( is( not( only( important( to( create( a( common(underCstanding(between(business(and(IT(but(also(among(other(parties,(e.g.(departments,(funcCtions(or(domains.(Accordingly,(we(refrain(from(limiting(this(objective(to(specific(stakeCholder(groups.(Also,(while( it( is( important(to(explain(consequences(to(the(management(level,(it(can(be(useful(to(also(explain(them(to(lower(levels,(especially(when(the(decisionCmaking(power(is(delegated(to(lower(hierarchy(levels:(“the(first(thing(we(tried(to(change(was(make(them(understand(that(it(was(in(their(own(interest(that(they(involved(us(in(an(earlier(stage.(And(that(has(been(a(multi(prompt(offensive.(So,(we(did(it(on(management(level,(on(teamCleader(level,(but(also(on(individual(people(we(spoke(to”((C14).(Consequently,(we(substitute(the(word(‘management’(by(‘decision(makers’.(Based(on(the(previous(explanations(we(formulate(our(description(of( ‘communication(&(understandCing’:( EA(delivery(creates(a(common(understanding(among(their(stakeholders.(FurCthermore,(they(provide(decision(makers(with(insight(in(and(advice(about(the(EA(related(consequences(of(their(decision(making(and,(if(necessary,(suggest(alternative(solutions.(
Governance.(Governance(is(often(mentioned(as(an(EA(objective(in(literature((Table(4.3).(While(Van(der(Raadt( et( al.( (2010)( focus( on( “formal( decision(making,(monitoring,( and(control(of(priorities(and(budget”,(Espinosa(et(al.((2011)(address(EA(related(governance(as(reduced(redundancy(concerning(data,(applications,(and(activities.(According(to(EspiCnosa(et(al.((2011),(redundancy(can(be(reduced(through(standardization.(In(line(with(that(view,(Günther((2014)(names(the(reduction(of(“unintentional(duplication”(as(an(EA(obCjective(and,(in(doing(so,(refers(to(programme(and(functionality(duplication.(Additionally,(she( argues( for( reusing( critical( systems.( Moreover,( she( lists( the( mapping( of( strategic(business(and(IT(goals(and(the(mapping(between(enterpriseCwide(programmes(and(straCtegic(business(goals(as(two(EA(goals.(Similarly,(Van(der(Raadt(et(al.((2010)(state(that(the(EA( function( achieves( governance( by( translating( strategic( goals( to( architectural( blueCprints(and(transformation(roadmaps.(Also,(Lange(and(Mendling((2011)(refer(to(governCance( as( ‘governance( of( transformation’.( In( doing( so,( they( link( governance( to( strategy(since(transformations(concern(the(strategic(level((chapter(1).(Apart( from(literature,(our(empirical(data(supports(governance(as(EA(objective.(For( inCstance,( at( GovNed( an( internal( rule( stipulates( that( every( new( project( plan,( change( reCquest,(etc.(has(to(be(approved(by(the(architecture(board.(A(domain(architect(at(Europort(emphasizes(the(importance(of(having(an(overview(over(processes(and(infrastructure:(
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((
“one(of( the( things( that(we(can(do(as(architects( is(having(our(overview(and(making( sure( that( we( anticipate( and( illustrate( how( the( endCtoCend( process(works(and(where(you(need(IT(and(how(it(should(work(together”((C15).(Based(on(the(insights(from(literature(and(our(own(empirical(study,(we(develop(our(deCscription(of(‘governance’:(The(EA(function(governs(organizational(components,(e.g.(data(sets,(applicaCtions,(and(processes.(This(comprises(formal(decisions(about(existing,(desired(or(required(organizational(components(by(the(subfunction(EA(decision(makCing(as(well( as( continuous(monitoring(and(controlling(of( components(by(EA(delivery.(To(this(end,(EA(delivery(translates(strategic(objectives(to(architecCtural(blueprints(and(transformation(roadmaps.(Both(EA(conformance(and(EA(delivery( ensure( that( existing( and( new( components( comply( with( those( EA(products.(
Partnership.(The(objective(of(creating(partnership(is(addressed(by(Van(der(Raadt(et(al.((2010)(and(by(Günther((2014)((Table(4.3).(Both(refer(to(the(partnership(of(business(and(IT.(We(acknowledge(the(importance(of(creating(a(feeling(of(partnership(between(busiCness(and(IT.(However,(we(do(not(want( to( limit( the(objective( to( those( two(groups.(Our(case(study(at(Europort(shows(that(it(is(similarly(important(to(build(partnership(between(different(business(departments(and(within( IT.(Therefore,(we(describe( ‘partnership’( as(follows:(EA(delivery(creates(a(sense(of(partnership(among(their(stakeholders,(e.g.(by(making(explicit( their(commonalities(and(their( joint( impact(on(the(organizaCtion’s(performance.(




Our(empirical(data(underlines( the( findings( from( literature.(For(example,(one(architect((C2)(from(GovNed(complains(about(the(fact(that(EA(delivery(is(not(sufficiently(involved(in(system(development(and,(consequently,(cannot(insure(a(smooth(integration(of(newly(developed(systems(into(GovNed’s( landscape.(A(similar(situation(is(described(as(a(chalClenge(during(the(group(session(at(Europort.(Those(complaints(indicate(that(one(EA(obCjective(of(GovNed(and(Europort( is( integration.(From( the(presented( insights(we(derive(the(following(description:(EA(delivery(ensures( that(existing(and(new(organizational( components( conCform(to(each(other.(Conformance(of(organizational(components( is(achieved(through( consolidation,( standardization( and( integration( and( results( in( a( coCherent,(transparent(and(flexible(component(landscape.(As(shown(in(Table(4.3,(almost(all(EA(objectives(suggested(by(Van(der(Raadt(et(al.((2010)(are(supported(by(the(identified(literature.(Yet,(the(listed(publications(do(not(refer(to(‘inCternal(monitoring’(and(‘readiness(for(change’(as(EA(objectives.(Still,(we(consider(them(as(relevant,(which(we(explain(in(the(following(paragraphs.(
Internal& monitoring.( Van( der( Raadt( et( al.( (2010)( describe( ‘internal( monitoring’( as(“routine(reviews(of(solutions(and(changes(implemented”.(While(this(EA(objective(is(not(referred(to(in(the(above(listed(literature,(our(expert(interviews(grade(it(as(important:(“it(is(not(just(starting(up(changes(or(transformations.(It(is(also(guiding(them(and(making(sure(that(all(the(projects(and(changes(are(checked(upon,(if(they(cohere,( if( they(are( still( aligned( to( the( initial( ideas,( initial( goals.( So(you(also(need(information(about(the(current(state”((E18).(“So(you(are( constantly( checking:( are(we(on( track?(Are(we( creating( side(efCfects(that(may(form(obstacles(for(other(parts(that(need(to(change?(And(it(is(a(conformity(check(in(the(sense(of(making(sure(we(are(still(moving(in(the(diCrection(we(said(we(were(moving(in”((E10).(For( this( reason,(we( include( ‘internal(monitoring’( as( EA( objective( in( our( effectiveness(operationalization(and(describe(it(as:(EA(delivery(performs(reviews(of(implemented(solutions(and(changes.(In(doCing( so,( their(EA(products,( e.g.( blueprints( and(guidelines,( serve(as( reference(for(the(monitoring(and(evaluation.(
Readiness&for&change.(With(‘readiness(for(change’(Van(der(Raadt(et(al.((2010)(refer(to(the(“ability(and(willingness(of( [an(organization’s](workforce(to(change(attitudes,(opinCions,( and( behavior”( (Van( der( Raadt( et( al.( 2010)( because( very( often( where( there( is(change(there(is(resistance.(Van(der(Raadt(et(al.((2010)(assume(that(architects(can(help(
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changing( people’s( attitudes( and( behaviour( simply( by( explaining( the( consequences( of(and(rationale(for(organizational(changes.(This(is(illustrated(in(the(following(quotes(from(our(expert(interviews:(“if(people(do(not(understand(the(meaning(of(the(change(and(they(just(have(to(change,(there(is(no(commitment”((E18);(“if( they( do( not( understand( the( vision( and( the( strategy,( any( time( you( take(your(eyes(off(the(ball,(they(will(go(off(in(another(direction”((E10).(E17(indicates(that(simple(explanations(may(not(be(enough(to(change(the(employees’(willCingness(to(change:(“if( some( stakeholders( do(not( feel( the( urge( to( change,( you( [as( an( architect](have(to(find(a(way(to(tantalize,(to(make(them(come(into(action,(or(to(tempt(them(into(action;(so,(use(the(carrot(and(the(stick”((E17).(Given(that(our(experts(refer( to( increasing(the(ability(and(willingness(to(change(of(emCployees(as(an(architect’s(task,(we(decide(to(adopt(‘readiness(for(change’(as(EA(objective:(The( EA( function( increases( their( stakeholders’( ability( and( willingness( to(change( attitudes,( opinions,( and( behaviour.( This( goal( might( be( achieved(through( explaining( the( consequences( of( and( rationale( for( organizational(changes.(In(addition(to(the(listed(EA(objectives,(some(authors(name(‘cost(reduction’(as(a(goal(of(the( EA( function( (e.g.( Espinosa( et( al.( 2011,( Günther( 2014).( Also,( Lange( and(Mendling((2010)(identify(literature(supporting(this(finding.(However,(based(on(expert(interviews(Lange(and(Mendling((2010)(argue(that(cost(reduction(“is(eminent(to(all(other(EA(goals(and(hence( inherently( included( in(all( these([…](goals”.(We(follow(this(view(because(we(consider(cost(reduction(an(organizational(goal(that(is(supported(by(other(EA(goals.(4.2 A(framework(to(study(organizational(subcultures(




analysis.(For(instance,(we(emphasize(that(we(focus(on(subcultural(differences(not(on(the(subcultures( themselves.( Furthermore,( we( explain( that( we( do( not( predetermine( subCgroups(to(study(but(let(the(subcultures(emerge(from(the(data.(
 Why(Detert(et(al.((2000)(is(suitable(to(study(subcultures(4.2.1Detert(et(al.((2000)(develop(their(framework(to(capture(organizational(culture((section(2.2.2).(In(contrast,(we(adopt(it( for(studying(organizational(subcultures.(In(doing(so,(we(are( confident( that( the( framework( is( suitable( to( describe( and( compare( organizational(subcultures(and,(consequently,(to(identify(subcultural(differences.(For(one,(Detert(et(al.((2000)(indicate(that(their(framework(is(usable(to(identify(subcultures(by(acknowledging(that(not(every(“management(subculture”(has((or(has(to(have)(the(same(preferences(reCgarding(the(different(culture(dimensions.(Furthermore,(when(describing(the(culture(diCmensions,(they(often(extrapolate(the(organizational(level(from(the(individual(level.(The(following(quote(illustrates(such(an(extrapolation:(“Individuals([…](have(propensities(toward(stability(or(change([…].(Some(inCdividuals(are(open( to(change,(whereas(others(are(said( to(have(a(high( ‘need(for(security’([…].(Individuals(open(to(change(are(often(referred(to(as(risk(takCers([…].(When(organizations(as(a(whole(try(to(promote(risk(taking,(concepCtions(of(‘organizational(innovation’(take(center(stage”((Detert(et(al.(2000).(Similar(to(Detert(et(al.((2000),(we(infer(the(organizationalCsubgroup(level(from(the(indiCvidual(level.(For(another,(our(case(studies(show(that(the(culture(dimensions(suggested(by(Detert(et(al.( (2000)( are( suitable( to( study( subcultural( differences.( Many( EA( related( challenges(identified(by(our( interviewees(are(directly(related(to(one((or(multiple)(culture(dimenCsion(s).(For(instance,(“one(of(the(challenges(is(that(business(always(wants(a(solution(the(next(day,( they(hardly(ever(have(time(to(discuss(next(week”((C19).(This(quote( indicates(that(there(is(a(cultural(difference(concerning(the(time(horizon(between(“business”(and(the(architects.(Another(illustration(is(given(by(one(of(GovNed’s(architects(and(concerns(the(significance(of( ‘orientation( and( focus’:( “and(most( of( the( time,( the(development,( especially(when( it(concerns(larger(systems,(is(done(outside(of(our(organization,(which(causes(lots(of(probClems,(of(course”((C2).(In(this(quote,(the(architect(suggests(that(the(external(orientation(of(decision(makers,(i.e.(those(that(take(the(decision(to(have(systems(developed(externally,(creates(problems(for(the(architecture(board(and(implies(that(he(would(prefer(an(interCnal(development.(We(have(illustrated(two(examples(of(how(our(case(studies(support(the(relevance(of(DeCtert(et(al.((2000)’s(culture(dimensions(for(studying(organizational(subcultures.(Given(the(
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((
empirical( support(and( the( fact( that(Detert(et(al.( (2000)(also( indicate( that( their( frameCwork(may(be(suitable(on(a(subcultural(level,(we(adopt(the(presented(framework(for(anaClysing(our(empirical(data.(However,(we(adjust(the(framework(to(our(purposes(by(changCing(the(descriptions,(splitting(a(dimension,(and(adding(a(new(subculture(dimension.(To(translate( the( framework(by(Detert( et( al.( (2000)( into( a( subculture( framework,(we(use(both( theoretical( insights,( coming( from(a( structured( literature( study,( and(empirical( inCsights.(In(the(following(section,(we(present(our(subculture(framework.(




description( is( about( how( an( organization( encourages( collaboration.( But( this( does( not(necessarily(indicate(whether(employees(actually(collaborate(or(not.(In(our(analysis,(we(aim(at(understanding(how((actual)(subcultural(differences(contribute( to(a(reduced(EA(effectiveness.(To(this(end,(we(focus(on(the(actual(values(and(attitudes(of(employees(and(not(the(desired(or(proclaimed(ones.(We(formulate(our(subculture(framework(accordingCly.(To(gain(insights(into(the(employees’(actual(values(and(attitudes(we(avoid(asking(literally(for(subcultural(orientations( in(our( interviews(and(group(sessions.(For( instance,(we(do(not(ask(whether(a(participant(is(in(favour(of(change(or(not.(Instead,(we(ask(them(about(their(ways(of(working(and(let(them(tell(stories(about(their(daily(work.(From(those(exCplanations(and(illustrations(we(infer(their(attitudes(and(existing(subcultural(differences.(Table(4.4(summarizes(the(adapted(framework.(In(the(remainder(of(this(section,(we(deCscribe( the( framework( in( detail.( In( doing( so,( we( apply( the( two( overarching( changes(where( relevant.(Moreover,(we( introduce(dimension( specific(modifications( that(will( be(explained(when(describing(the(affected(dimensions.(
Basis&of&truth&and&rationality.(According(to(Detert(et(al.((2000),(the(basis(of(truth(and(rationality(refers(to(what(employees(consider(as(being(real(or(true(and(how(truth(is(disCcovered.( Furthermore,( they( state( that( this( dimension( determines(whether( employees(have( normative( or( pragmatic( ideals.( Jones( et( al.( (2006)( also( focus( on( how( truth( is(sought.(They(introduce(two(polar(values:(‘hard(data’,(representing(systematic(and(scienCtific(study,(and(‘personal(experience’.(In(our(case(study(at(GovNed,(we(experience(differCent(views(on(truth:(for(the(architecture(board,(everything(that(is(written(down((i.e.(hard(data)(and(distributed( to( their( stakeholders( is( considered(as(known(and( implemented,(i.e.(it(is(‘true’.(In(contrast,(their(stakeholders(do(not(attach(that(much(importance(to(theCse(documents(because(they(have(a(different(perception(of(truth.(‘Rationality’,( in(our(view,( is( about( the(basis(of(decision(making.(The( rationale( can,( for(example,(be(a(set(of(rules((normative(ideal)(or(pragmatism((Detert(et(al.(2000).(Also,(the(rationale(can(be(someone’s(intuition(or(facts(like(statistics(or(historical(data((Jones(et(al.(2006).(In(our(operationalization(of(EA(effectiveness,(three(dimensions(explicitly(refer(to(decision(making:( ‘initiation(of(change’,( ‘communication(&(understanding’,(and( ‘governCance’((Table(4.2).(Therefore(and(because(of( the(above(mentioned(empirical( indication,(we(consider(this(subculture(dimension(as(relevant(in(the(context(of(EA.(However,(we(do(not(oppose(‘personal(experience’(and(‘hard(data’(as(suggested(by(Jones(et(al.( (2006)(because(we(think(that(those(two(values(are(not(necessarily(polar.(For( inCstance,(historical(data( (proposed(as(hard(data)(can(match(personal(experience.(Or( the(personal( experience( can( be( codified( and,( thus,( become(hard( data.( On( the( other( hand,(personal(experience(can(match(someone’s(intuition(in(the(sense(that(an(intuition(often(
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((
originates(in(personal(experience.(Consequently,(we(do(not(explicitly(mention(personal(experience(in(our(description(of(this(dimension.(The( basis( of( truth( and( rationality( refers( to(what( organizational( subgroups(consider(as(being(real(or( true(and(how(truth( is(discovered.(Furthermore,( it(comprises(an(organizational(subgroup’s(rationale(for(decisions.(While(some(subgroups(tend(to(decide(intuitively,(others(base(their(decisions(on(thorough(examination,(facts(or(scientific(data.(
Time&horizon.(Detert(et(al.((2000)(name(this(dimension(‘nature(of(time(and(time(horiCzon’.(By(‘nature(of(time’(they(refer(to(“how(time(is(defined(and(measured,(what(kinds(of(time( exist,( and( how( important( time( is”.( However,( when( applying( their( framework( to(TQM,( the( authors( do( not( address( the( nature( of( time( but( only( the( time( horizon,( i.e.(whether(an(organization(tends(to(be(shortCterm(or(longCterm(oriented.(Also,(Jones(et(al.((2006)(focus(on(the(time(horizon(although(they(keep(‘nature(of(time’(as(designation.(We(follow(that(line(of(thinking(and(limit(the(time(related(dimension(to(the(time(horizon.(The(time(horizon(of(organizational(subgroups(is(particularly(interesting(in(the(context(of(EA(since( by( definition( the( EA( function( should( focus( on( strategic( objectives,( i.e.( the( long(term.(Also,(the(architects(of(both(GovNed(and(Europort(identify(different(time(horizons(as(an(EA(related(challenge((cf.(section(5.2.3).(We(describe(‘time(horizon’(as(follows:(The(time(horizon(expresses(whether(an(organizational(subgroup(tends(to(be(shortCterm( or( longCterm( oriented.( ShortCterm( oriented( subgroups( focus( on(the( hereCandCnow(whereas( longCterm( oriented( subgroups( adopt( longCterm(planning( and( strategic( goal( setting,( and( accept( shortCterm( sacrifices( to(achieve(a(longCterm(objective.(

























Orientation&to&change.(Detert(et(al.((2000)(distinguish(organizations(focused(on(stabilCity( and( those( focused(on( change.(They(describe( change(oriented(organizations(as( risk(taking(and(innovative,(continuously(looking(for(improvement.(In(contrast,(stability(oriCented( organizations( are( risk( averse( and( satisfied(with( a( “good( enough”( performance.(Given( that( one( EA( effectiveness( dimension( is( ‘readiness( for( change’,(we( consider( this(subculture(dimension(as(relevant(for(our(research.(However,(we(do(not(fully(agree(with(the(operationalization(provided(by(Detert(et(al.((2000).(Our(case(study(at(GovNed(shows(that( stability( and( improvement( are( not( necessarily( opposed( to( each( other.( There,( the(architects’(want( to( improve( the( stability( of( their( processes.( In( other(words,( improveCment( is( necessary( to( increase( stability.( Hence,( the( two( values( peacefully( coCexist( at(GovNed.(Consequently,(we(decide(not(to(explicitly(include(improvement(in(our(descripCtion(of(change.(Also,(change(cannot(be(equated(with(risk,(and(stability(cannot(be(equated(with(security.(In(some(situations,(it(may(be(a(risk(not(to(change,(e.g.(when(external(deCvelopments(make(a(change( favourable.(We( therefore(keep(our(description(of( ‘orientaCtion(to(change’(open:(The( orientation( to( change( expresses( to( what( extent( organizational( subCgroups(are(willing(and(able(to(change(or(are(focused(on(stability.(




ments(and(that(by(doing(so(results(would( follow”((Detert(et(al.(2000).(Result(oriented(organizations(focus(on(achieving(a(result,(independent(from(how(that(result(is(achieved.(In(our( view,( the( two(parts( covered(by( ‘orientation( to(work,( task,( and( coCworkers’( adCdress(two(different(aspects.(Therefore,(we(split(them(into(two(dimensions:((1)(orientaCtion(to(work,(and((2)(orientation(to(goal(achievement.(We(now(describe(‘orientation(to(work’.(The(description(of(‘orientation(to(goal(achievement’(will(be(provided(below.(The( orientation( to( work( refers( to( how( the( members( of( an( organizational(subgroup(understand(their(work.(Some(subgroups(see(work(as(an(end(in(itCself.(They( focus(on( task(accomplishment(and(productivity.(Others( interpret(work(as(a(means(to(achieve(other(ends,(such(as(establishing(social(relationCships(or(having(a(comfortable(life.(
Orientation&to&goal&achievement.((This(dimension(covers(the(second(part(of(‘orientaCtion(to(work,( task,(and(coCworkers’( (Detert(et(al.(2000),( i.e.(whether(an(organizational(subgroup(is(result(or(process(oriented.(The( orientation( to( goal( achievement( refers( to( the( question(whether( an( orCganizational( subgroup( is( result( or( process( oriented.( Result( oriented( subCgroups( focus( on( achieving( a( goal,( independent( from( how( that( goal( is(achieved.( Process( oriented( subgroups( are( more( focused( on( improving( the(way(of(achieving(goals.(They(assume(that(by(improving(the(process,(the(reCsults(will(follow.(
Orientation&to&collaboration.(According(to(Detert(et(al.((2000),(‘orientation(to(collaboCration’(describes( an(organization’s(belief( about(how(work( is(most( effectively( and(effiCciently( accomplished,( i.e.( through( teamCwork( or( through( individual( work.( Similarly,(Jones(et(al.((2006)(refer(to(the(“extent(to(which(organizations(encourage(collaboration([…](or([…](individual(efforts”.(Our(case(studies(support(this(dimension(as(relevant(in(the(context(of(EA.(However,(we(have(learnt(that(it(is(not(only(important(what(the(members(of(organizational( subgroups( think(how(work( is(most(effectively(and(efficiently(accomCplished.( It( is( at( least( as( important( to( study(how(organizational( subgroups(actually(acCcomplish(their(work,(i.e.(if(collaboration(takes(place(or(not.(At(GovNed(we(find(employCees(stating(that(they(are(in(favour(of(team(work(and(consider(it(as(highly(important.(Yet,(when( asking( about( their( favourite( mode( of( operation,( they( explain( that( they( prefer(working(on(their(own.(By(studying(both(the(explicitly(stated(attitude(and(the(actual(beChaviour(we(account(for(such(differences.(The(orientation(to(collaboration(describes(the(extent(to(which(organizational(subgroups( favour( and( execute( collaboration( and( cooperation( or( individual(work.(
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Orientation&to&decision&making.(Detert(et(al.((2000)(explain(that(“organizations(vary(in( the( degree( to(which( control( is( concentrated( […]( or( shared”.( In( organizations(with(concentrated( control,( decision(making( is( centralized(around(a( few(people(who( impleCment(procedures(and(rules(that(should(guide(the(behaviour(of(the(majority(of(the(organCization.( In(organizations(with(shared(control,(decision(making( is(spread(across(the(orCganization(so(that(employees(have(more(flexibility(and(autonomy(concerning(decisions.(With( their( description,(Detert( et( al.( (2000)( only( capture( the( existing( decisionCmaking(structures.( Yet,( during( our( case( studies( it( becomes( clear( that( while( certain( decisionCmaking(structures(are(in(place(on(an(organizational(level,(organizational(subgroups(may(have(different(preferences(regarding(decision(making.(For(example,(at(Europort(and(at(GovNed,( the( teams( of( architects(would( prefer( autonomous( decision(making,(whereas(the(management(teams(prefer(centralized(decision(making,(which(is(also(established(in(both( organizations.( The( different( orientations( to( decision( making( are( perceived( as( a(challenge(by(the(teams(of(architects:(“What(I(see(sometimes(with(our(own(managers( is(that(they(choose(and(deCcide( first(and(ask(architects( later,(bringing( them( into(a(position(where( it( is(very(hard(to(change(their(mind”((C18).(Consequently,(in(our(analysis,(we(pay(attention(to(both(existing(decisionCmaking(strucCtures(as(well(as(attitudes(towards(decision(making.(However,(the(subculture(dimension(‘orientation(to(decision(making’(solely(covers(the(attitudes(of(organizational(subgroups:(The(orientation(to(decision(making(describes(the(degree(to(which(organizaCtional( subgroups( prefer( centralized( or( shared( /( autonomous( decisionCmaking(structures.(




The(attitude(towards(the(environment(describes(the(extent(to(which(organiCzational(subgroups(tend(to(rely(on(internal(or(external(expertise,(the(extent(to(which(internal(or(external(stakeholders(influence(them,(and(the(extent(to(which(they(focus(on(internal(or(external(issues.(In(this(context,(‘external’(can(be( understood( in( two( ways:( external( to( the( organizational( subgroup( (but(within(the(organization)(and(external(to(the(organization.(
Orientation&to&IT.(In(addition(to(the(dimensions(suggested(by(Detert(et(al.((2000),(we(identify( ‘orientation( to( IT’( as( an( important( additional( subculture( dimension( based( on(our( case( study( at(Europort.( It( concerns( the( extent( to(which(organizational( subgroups(consider(IT(as(important(and(helpful,(i.e.(to(what(extent(they(are(interested(in(and(have(knowledge(of( IT.(While( this( subculture(dimension(may(not(be( relevant( for( subculture(studies(in(other(fields,(our(empirical(data(indicates(that(it(is(relevant(in(the(context(of(EA(since(EA(originates( in(IT(and(EA(delivery( is(often( located(in(the(IT(department((e.g.(at(Europort).(One(of(Europort’s(domain(architects( recognizes( a( low( IT(affinity( as( a( chalClenge(for(his(work:(“So(it(is(at(times(very(difficult(to(bridge(the(culture(and(to(step(in(their(world(where(they(are(not(that(far(ahead(with(IT(as(others.(That(is(the(challenge(for(me”((C16).(According(to(our(interviewees,(the(orientation(to(IT(has(an(influence(on(how(receptive(their(stakeholders(are(to(their(suggestions(and(explanations.(We(therefore(add(‘orientaCtion(to(IT’(to(our(subculture(framework:(Orientation( to( IT( concerns( the( extent( to( which( organizational( subgroups(consider(IT(as(important(and(helpful,( i.e.(to(what(extent(they(are(interested(in(and(have(knowledge(of(IT.(
 Remarks(on(framework(application(4.2.3To(facilitate(the(readers’(understanding,(in(this(section,(we(present(important(remarks(and(explanations(about(how(we(apply(the(subculture(framework(in(our(analysis((chapCter(5).(Firstly,(in(our(analysis(we(focus(on(differences(between(subcultures,(not(on(describing(the( subcultures( themselves.( In( other(words,(we( do( not( provide( a( full( description( (i.e.(referring(to(each(subculture(dimension)(of(the(identified(subcultures.(Instead,(we(idenCtify(the(subcultural(differences(per(dimension.(In(doing(so,(we(compare(two(subcultures(with(each(other.(A(resulting(statement(could(be:(differences(between(EA(delivery((longCterm( oriented)( and( their( business( stakeholders( (shortCterm( oriented)( concerning( the(time(horizon(contribute(to(a(reduced(EA(effectiveness.(
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architecture(board(share(the(function(of(EA(delivery.(As(EA(delivery(they(form(a(subculCture,( too.(Thus,( in(our(analysis,(we(allow(the(assignment(of(one( individual( to(multiple(subcultures.(4.3 Communication(defects(
In( this( section,( we( discuss( our( third( core( concept:( communication( defects.( First,( we(briefly(elaborate(on(the(role(of(communication(defects(as( intermediary( factor((section(4.3.1).(Thereafter,(we(develop(a( typology(of(communication(defects.(We( identify( three(types(of(communication(defects(–(lack(of(communication,(inappropriate(communication,(and(overCcommunication(–(each(comprising(a(number(of(defects.(Finally,( section(4.3.3(discusses(how(we(apply(the(developed(typology(during(our(analysis.(


















of( communication(defects:( those( related( to( the( transmission(of( information(and( those(related(to(the(codes(and,(thus,(to(the(interpretation(of(messages.(However,(based(on(our(empirical( and( theoretical( insights,(we( suggest( a(different,(more(detailed( typology.(We(identify(three(types(of(communication(defects:((1)(lack(of(communication,((2)(inapproCpriate( communication( and( (3)( overCcommunication( (Table( 4.5).( In( our( typology,( disCturbances(due(to(different(codes(belong(to(the(type(‘inappropriate(communication’,(e.g.(‘no(shared(frame(of(reference’((Table(4.5).(Disturbances(in(the(information(transmission(are( included( in(all( three( types(of(our( typology:( lack(of( communication(means( that( the(information( is(not( transmitted(at( all.( In( contrast,( overCcommunication(means( that( too(much( information( is( transmitted.( Finally,( the( type( ‘inappropriate( communication’( inCcludes( the( defect( ‘inappropriate( communication(means’( (Table( 4.5)( that( refers( to( the(channel(used(for(communication.(In(the(following,(we(detail(our(typology(by(describing(the(accompanying(communication(defects.(
Table&4.5.&Communication(defects(and(supporting(literature.(Type( Communication(defect( Supported(by(Lack(of(communication( Stakeholders(do(not(state(all(requirements( C(EA(delivery(does(not(engage(stakeholders( Nakakawa(et(al.((2010),(Lewis((2000)(EA(delivery(not(involved((early(enough)( Günther((2014)(Not(listening(to(each(other( De(Greene((1982)(Not(checking(if(stakeholders(are(in(line(with(the(original(goals( Nakakawa(et(al.((2010)(Inappropriate(communication( Inappropriate(communication(means( Sledgianowski(and(Luftman((2005)(Inappropriate(communication(style( Op’t(Land(et(al.((2009),(Van(Steenbergen((2011)(No(shared(frame(of(reference( Nakakawa(et(al.((2010)(Communication(against(the(transformation( De(Greene((1982),(Kitchen(and(Daly((2002),(Kotter((1995),(Lewis((2000),(Nadler(and(Tushman((2004)(Not(aligning(implicit(and(explicit(communication( Chan(and(Reich((2007),(Gilsdorf((1998)(Dishonest(communication( De(Greene((1982)(OverCcommunication( OverCcommunication( Eppler(and(Mengis((2004),(Posey(and(Sorenson((2008),(TaylorCCummings((1998)((Lack(of(communication(A(lack(of(communication(refers(to(both(not(talking(and(not(listening.(This(type(is(menCtioned( often( in( literature( in( the( context( of( change( management( (e.g.( Barrett( 2002,(Gilsdorf(1998,(Kotter(1995),(and(in(the(context(of(EA((e.g.(Aier(and(Schelp(2010,(NakaC
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1. Stakeholders(do(not(state(all(requirements,(2. EA(delivery(does(not(engage(stakeholders,(3. EA(delivery(is(not(involved((early(enough),(4. Not(checking(if(stakeholders(are(still(in(line(with(the(original(goals,(5. Not(listening(to(each(other.(
Stakeholders&do&not& state& all& requirements.( This( lack( of( communication( can( occur(either(between(EA(delivery(and(their(stakeholders,(or(among(their(stakeholders.(UsualCly,(it(happens(unintentionally.(This(is(underlined(by(an(enterprise(architect((E12)(citing(the(end(of(the(poem(‘Twas(the(night(before(implementation’((author(unknown):(“The(system(was(finished,(the(tests(were(concluded,(the(user’s(last(changes(were(even(included.(And(the(user(exclaimed(with(a(snarl(and(a(taunt:(it’s(just(what(I(asked(for(but(not(what(I(want.”(These(lines(refer(to(a(lack(of(communication(between(the(user(and(the(developer,(or(–(translated(to(the(context(of(EA(–(between(the(user(and(EA(delivery.(One(of(Europort’s(domain( architects( (C15)( describes( a( situation( where( requirements( are( not( expressed(between(two(stakeholder(groups(of(EA(delivery.(One(business(area(assumes(that(a(proCject(from(another(business(area(provides(a(certain(component.(However,(the(latter(are(not(aware(that(they(are(supposed(to(provide(that(component.(In(theory,(it(is(possible(to(provide(it(but(it(has(not(been(planned(nor(been(budgeted(for.(As(a(consequence,(the(unCstated(requirement(of(developing(the(component(leads(to(delays(and(increased(costs.(
EA&delivery&does&not&engage&stakeholders.(“Engaging(means(bringing(all(the(people(together(with(you(in(the(joint(change.([…](And(engaging(people(occurs(through(a(lot(of(communication,(of( course”( (E19).(According( to(our( interview(data,(not(engaging(stakeCholders( in(the(steering(of(a(transformation(can(lead(to(a( low(level(of(commitment.(AcCcordingly,( E14( explains:( “if( you( cannot( engage( people,( then( things( are( not( going( to( be(successful.(So(I(think(that(is(the(role(of(communication”.(This(is(in(line(with(Nakakawa(et(al.((2010)(who(state(that(“involving(organizational(stakeholders(in(enterprise(architecCture(creation(is(vital”.(In(the(context(of(change(management,(Lewis((2000)(promotes(the(importance(of(feedback(from(the(stakeholders(of(a(transformation.(
EA&delivery&not&involved&(early&enough).(Günther((2014)(positions(“EA(involvement”(as(a(requirement(for(high(EA(effectiveness.(Our(case(studies(also(reveal(that(this(is(a(freCquent(lack(of(communication(challenging(EA(delivery:(“The(business(part(is(already(running(for(months(and(then(suddenly(it(pops(up(in(the(IT(department(and(something(has(to(be(realized,(whereas(often(the(problem(does(not(lie(that(much(in(the(IT(part(but(more(in(the(restructuring(of( the(business(part.(So,( that(can(be(put(down(to(a(sort(of( late( involvement(
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and(also(late(influence(in(projects.(I(think(much(of(it(could(be(solved(by(being(involved( much( earlier( and( having( the( capability( to( say( something( at( that(point”((C22).(GovNed(tries( to(enforce( the( involvement(of(EA(delivery(by( introducing(an(official( rule(that(any(change(or(solution(has(to(be(approved(by(the(architecture(board.(However,(this(does( not( prevent( a( late( involvement( of( the( architecture( board.( One( of( the( architects(complains(that(the(architecture(board(is(used(as(trouble(shooter(because(they(are(only(involved(when(problems(have(already(arisen.(
Not&checking&if&stakeholders&are&in&line&with&the&original&goals.(If,(for(instance,(EA(delivery(does(not(check(continuously( if(all( the(stakeholders(are( in( line(with( the(goals,(e.g.(of(a(transformation(or(a(project,(inconsistencies(in(the(solution(are(discovered(late.(This( extends( the( overall( duration( of( the( transformation( because( the( inconsistencies(have(to(be(eliminated.(Consider(the(situation(illustrated(above(where(a(new(back(office(system( was( created( for( banks( and,( in( the( implementation( phase,( two( participating(banks(did(not(communicate,(which(delayed(the(project.(Next(to(the(resulting(inconsistCencies,( the( illustrated( situation( led( to( conflicts( among( the( stakeholders( because( they(blamed(each(other(for(the(struggles.(The(architect(providing(this(example((E10)(reflects(on(the(situation(in(hindsight:(“I(thought(everything(was(going(fine.(No(news(is(good(news.(But(when(they(were(going(off(on(their(own,(we(should(have(regularly(called(everybody(back(together(and(just(do(assumption(checks”.(Nakakawa( et( al.( (2010)( also( conclude( that( regular( communication( is( needed( to(make(sure(stakeholders(are(still(on(track.(




the( information( transmission( can( be( unsuccessful.( For( this( type( we( have( found( six(communication(defects:(1. Inappropriate(communication(means,(2. Inappropriate(communication(style,(3. No(shared(frame(of(reference,(4. Communication(against(the(transformation,(5. Not(aligning(implicit(and(explicit(communication,(6. Dishonest(communication.(
Inappropriate& communication& means.( Firstly,( ‘inappropriate( communication’( inCcludes( using( inappropriate( (or( unsuitable)( communication( means.( The( suitability( of(communication(means( (e.g.( faceCtoCface,( email( or( phone( conferences)( depends( on( the(audience(and(the(purpose(of(the(communication.(According(to(E11,(management(prefers(for( example( faceCtoCface( communication( while( IT( employees( often( prefer( computerCbased(communication.(This(finding(is(supported(by(Sledgianowski(and(Luftman((2005)(who( argue( that( communication(means( should(be( appropriate( for( the( addressed( audiCences.(




The(frame(of(reference(comprises,(amongst(others,(the(vocabulary(and(the(understandCing(of(the(used(terminology.(Thus,(two(groups(can(use(the(same(words,(but(mean(differCent(things.(Likewise,(they(can(refer(to(the(same(thing,(but(use(different(words(and(thus(do(not(understand(each(other:(“it’s(really(incredible:(people(disputing(basically(because(they(agree”((E17).(E10(illustrates(a(situation(where(a(shared(frame(of(reference(was(missCing.(In(a(meeting(with(business(and(IT(people(all(of(the(participants(had(the(same(mothCer(tongue.(Nevertheless,(the(two(groups(did(not(have(a(shared(frame(of(reference:(while(the( IT(people’s( terminology(was(very( technical,( the(business(people(used(purely(busiCness(terms.(As(a(result,(the(two(groups(did(not(understand(each(other(and(left(the(meetCing( without( having( moved( any( further.( The( lack( of( understanding( due( to( different(frames(of( reference( is(also(presented(by(Nakakawa(et(al.( (2010)(as(a( factor(hindering(effective(collaboration(between(enterprise(architects(and(their(stakeholders.(
Communication& against& the& transformation.( ‘Communication( against( the( transforCmation’( is(another(way(of( communicating( inappropriately.( It( is( linked( to( resistance( to(change((e.g.(De(Greene(1982,(Kitchen(and(Daly(2002,(Kotter(1995,(Lewis(2000,(Nadler(1981).(With( this( behaviour( stakeholders( intentionally( want( to( “put( a( spanner( in( the(works”((E15).(
Not& aligning& implicit& and& explicit& communication.( Communication( is( also( underCstood( as( inappropriate( if( the( implicit( and( the( explicit( communication( are(not( aligned.(Explicit(communication(refers(to(explicit(statements,(e.g.(‘we(want(to(increase(the(qualiCty(of(our(services’.(Implicit(communication(refers(to(what(is(communicated(by(actions,(buildings,(dress(codes,(status(symbols,(etc.(If(those(two(types(of(communication(are(inCconsistent,(people(become(cynical(and(often(do(not(commit(to(the(transformation(anyCmore.(Chan(and(Reich((2007)(state(that(employees(pay(more(attention(to(what(the(CIO(does( than( to(what( s/he(says.(However,( they(do(not(address( situations( in(which(doing(and(saying(are(not(aligned.(Such(situations(are(described(by(Gilsdorf((1998).(Also,(our(interviewees(hint(at(this(communication(defect:(“So(the(role(of(communication(in(transformation(processes(is(not(only(explicCit(communication.(I(would(say(the(important(part(is(the(implicit(communicaCtion( –(what( you( are( really( telling(people(by(means(of( your(behaviour.(And(these(two(types(of(communication(should(be(aligned,(should(be(one(and(the(same.(If(not,(people(get(cynical”((E16).(




OverCcommunication(OverCcommunication( is( discussed( in( ample( literature.( For( instance,( TaylorCCummings((1998)(states(that(more(communication( is(not(necessarily(better.(Our(experts( indicate(that(it(is(advisable(not(to(communicate(too(much(at(a(time.(Stakeholders(would(not(conCsider(the(communicated(content(as(important(if(they(were(told(too(many(things(in(one(meeting.(This(would( lead(to(a( lack(of(commitment.( If,(on(the(contrary,(communication(was(focused(on(one(or(a(few(topics,(these(would(be(perceived(as(significant(and(would(be(taken(serious.(This(is(supported(by(Eppler(and(Mengis((2004):(“When( information( supply( exceeds( the( informationCprocessing( capacity,( a(person(has(difficulties( in( identifying( the( relevant( information( […],(becomes(highly(selective(and(ignores(a( large(amount(of( information([…],(has(difficulCties( in( identifying(the(relationship(between(details(and(the(overall(perspecCtive([…],(needs(more(time(to(reach(a(decision([…],(and(finally(does(not(reach(a(decision(of(adequate(accuracy”.(Also,(Posey(and(Sorenson((2008)(state(that(“information(overload,(particularly(the(written(information(explosion,(often(blinds(people(to(much(of(the(critically(important(data(available(in(organizaCtions.( The( sheer( quantity( of( data( can( interfere(with( the( ability( to( perceive(and(absorb(even(the(most(basic,(yet(important,(workplace(information”.(In( the( context( of( overCcommunication,(we(do(not( identify( specific( communication(deCfects.(Therefore,(we(treat(overCcommunication(itself(as(defect.(
 Remarks(on(the(communication(defects(typology(4.3.3It(is(critical(to(reflect(on(the(communication(defects(typology(for(three(reasons:(firstly,(we(have(to(clarify( that(not(all(of( the(communication(defects(are(necessarily(caused(by(subcultural(differences.(The(presented(typology(is(based(on(our(empirical(and(theoretiCcal(insights.(However,(it(includes(communication(defects(that(cannot(be(related(to(subCcultural( differences( and/or( a( reduced( EA( effectiveness( in( our( case( studies( (e.g.( overCcommunication,(communication(against( the( transformation).8(We(have(decided(to(still(present(all( the( identified(communication(defects(because(we(consider(our( typology(as(valuable(to(both(researchers(and(practitioners(in(the(area(of(EA(since,(to(the(best(of(our(knowledge,(such(a(typology(does(not(yet(exist(for(EA.(Secondly,(we(want(to(clarify(that(we(do(not(claim(the(list(to(be(exhaustive.(Despite(our(extensive(literature(study(and(the(broad(empirical(insights,(we(are(aware(of(the(possiC
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!8( A( detailed( analysis( of(which( communication( defects( play( an( important( role( as( intermediary(factors(is(presented(in(chapter(5.(
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bility(that(other(communication(defects(may(exist.(Therefore,(we(consider(our(typology(as(a(framework(that(offers(guidance(when(analysing(communication(defects(and,(at(the(same(time,(allows(for(extension.(Thirdly,(we( emphasize( the( interpretive( character( of( our( research:(when( applying( our(communication(defects(typology(during(our(analysis,(we(do(not(aim(at(measuring(comCmunication.(This(is(particularly(important(in(the(context(of(‘lack(of(communication’(and(‘overCcommunication’.( While( there( are( attempts( to( measure( the( optimal( amount( of(communication(with(formulas((Eppler(and(Mengis(2004),(in(line(with(our(research(apCproach( we( are( interested( in( the( origins( and( effects( of( perceived( underC( or( overCcommunication(of(our(participants.(Since(perceptions(are(highly(individual,(a(quantitaCtive(assessment(is(neither(practical(nor(conducive.(4.4 Summary(




pology( of( communication( defects.( We( have( identified( three( types( of( defects:( lack( of(communication,(inappropriate(communication,(and(overCcommunication.(For(each(type,(we(have(described(a(number(of(defects.(Finally,(we(have(discussed(selected(aspects(conCcerning(the(use(of(the(developed(typology.(
!CHAPTER(5( (5 (Relating(the(core(concepts(
(
((Subcultural( differences,( communication( defects,( and( a( reduced( EA( effectiveness( form(the(three(core(concepts(of(our(theory((chapter(4).(According(to(Whetten((1989),(a(theoHry(also(explains(how( its(concepts(are(related.(We(have(already(outlined(on(a(high(level(that(communication(defects(act(as( intermediary(factor( in(the(relation(between(subculHtural(differences(and(a(reduced(EA(effectiveness((Figure(4.1).(However,(it(remains(open(how(the(three(concepts(are(linked(in(detail.(For(instance,(which(subcultural(differences(contribute(to(a(reduced(EA(effectiveness?(Do(all(the(subculture(dimensions(presented(in(section( 4.2.2( play( a( role( in( this( context?( And( on(which( level,( i.e.( between(which( subHgroups,( do( subcultural( differences( contribute( to( a( reduced( EA( effectiveness?( Similar(questions( can( be( asked( concerning( communication( defects( and( EA( effectiveness.( The(communication(defects(detailed(in(section(4.3.2(have(been(derived(from(the(context(of(EA.(Yet,(this(does(not(necessarily(mean(that(all(of(them(are(triggered(by(subcultural(difHferences.( Neither( does( it(mean( that( they( have( a( negative( impact( on( EA( effectiveness.(
The(content(of(this(chapter(is(based(on(work(published(as:(Hella(Faller,(Sybren(de(Kinderen((2014):(The(impact(of(cultural(differences(on(enterHprise(architecture(effectiveness:(a(case(study.( In(Proceedings-of- the-Mediterra2





Thus,# another# question#has# to# be# answered:#which# communication#defects# arise# from#subcultural#differences#and#contribute#to#a#reduced#EA#effectiveness?#Furthermore,#we#investigate# which# effectiveness# dimensions# (Table# 4.2)# are# (in)directly# impacted# by#subcultural#differences.#For#instance,#the#dimension#‘readiness#for#change’#is#likely#to#be#negatively#influenced#by#differences#in#the#subculture#dimension#‘orientation#to#change’.#Moreover,#as#the#name#indicates,# the#effectiveness#dimension# ‘communication#and#unMderstanding’#is#likely#to#be#influenced#by#communication#defects.#The#results#presented#in#this#chapter#are#based#on#our#two#case#studies#(section#3.4).#As#explained# in# section# 3.1.3,#we# integrate# the# results# gained# at# GovNed# and# those# from#Europort.#We# start# by# outlining# those# subcultural# differences,# communication# defects#and# effectiveness# dimensions#we# identify# as# important# in# the# two# case# organizations#(section# 5.1).# Furthermore,# we# introduce# additional# intermediary# factors# relevant# at#GovNed#and/or#Europort.#In#sections#5.2#to#5.8,#we#illustrate#in#detail#how#subcultural#differences#contribute#to#a#reduced#EA#effectiveness.#In#doing#so,#section#5.8#highlights#and#discusses#the#special#cases#‘flexibility’#and#‘speed’,#which#are#influenced#directly#by#subcultural#differences#in#the#two#case#organizations.#5.1 HighMlevel#findings#from#case#studies#
Before# illustrating# the# detailed# relations# between# our# theory’s# concepts,# we# present#highMlevel#findings#from#our#case#studies.#These#findings#concern#the#specific#subculturMal# differences,# communication# defects# and# EA# effectiveness# dimensions#we# find# to# be#relevant#in#the#case#organizations.#An#interesting#finding#is#that#subcultural#similarities#can#also#contribute#to#a#reduced#EA#effectiveness.#Furthermore,#we#disclose#additional#intermediary#factors.#
Subcultural)differences.#In#our#case#studies#as#well#as#in#the#expert#interviews,#particiMpants#often#oppose#business#and#IT#when#addressing#subcultures.#For#instance,#E14#exMplains:#“What#you#can#also#see#is#that#in#the#Netherlands#we#sometimes#use#the#colMour#model#of#De#Caluwé9.#And#IT#people#tend#to#be#very#blue.#So#they#try#to#define#exactly#how#a#change#should#look#like.#They#are#very#much#design#foM
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!9# In# their#book# ‘Learning# to#Change:#A#guide# for#Organization#Change#Agents’,# #De#Caluwé#and#Vermaak#(2003)#differentiate#five#understandings#of#how#to#achieve#change#successfully.#In#doMing#so,#they#label#each#understanding#with#a#different#colour:#blue,#yellow,#red,#green,#and#white.#The#blueMprint#thinking#is,#for#example,#a#rational#approach#towards#change.#It#assumes#that#by#precisely# describing# and#defining# the#desired#outcomes# and# the#path# to# get# there,# the# change#initiative#will#be#successful.#“The#process#and#the#result#are,#more#or#less,# independent#of#peoMple”#(De#Caluwé#and#Vermaak#2003).#In#contrast,#yellowMprint#thinking#assumes#that#change#can#only#happen#if#the#stakeholders’#own#interests#are#taken#into#account.#
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cused#whereas#business#people#are#very#much#concentrated#on#power#and#have#the#colour#yellow#in#their#perspective”.#Also,#literature#often#differentiates#between#those#two#groups#in#the#context#of#EA#(e.g.#Van#der#Raadt#et#al.#2010,#Ross#et#al.#2006).#Yet,#as#explained#in#section#4.1.2,#our#empirMical#research#reveals#that#differences#also#exist#within#business#and#within#IT.#The#existMing# subcultures# are# organization# specific.# In# our# case# studies,#we# identify# subcultural#differences#on#four#levels#(Figure#5.1):#(1)#between#EA#delivery#and#nonMEA#stakeholdMers#(=#stakeholders#not#belonging#to#the#EA#function);#(2)#between#EA#delivery#and#EA#decision#making;#(3)#among#nonMEA#stakeholders;#and#(4)#within#EA#delivery.#The#fact#that#we#do#not#divide#the#nonMEA#stakeholders#into#multiple#subcultures#does#not#mean#that# all# nonMEA# stakeholders# have# the# same# subculture.# The# data# gained# in# our# case#studies#does#simply#not#allow#describing#the#variety#among#nonMEA#stakeholders#in#deMtail.#Yet,#as#our#research#focuses#on#subcultural#differences#rather#than#on#subcultures#themselves,# this#has#no# impact#on#our# results.# Furthermore,# since# subcultures# are#orMganization# specific,# our# aim# is# to# identify# patterns# instead# of# classifying# specific# subMgroups#into#subcultures.##
#
Figure)5.1.#Levels#of#subcultural#differences#contributing#to#a#reduced#EA#effectiveness#in#case#organizations.#



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Subcultural)similarities."Our"RQ1"as"formulated"in"section"1.2"focuses"on"the"influence"of" subcultural" differences." Yet," in" our" study" at" Europort"we" discover" that" subcultural"similarities"can"also"contribute"to"a"reduction"in"EA"effectiveness."Furthermore,"we"find"that"sometimes"both"subcultural"differences"and"similarities"within"one"subculture"diGmension" can" lower"EA"effectiveness." For" instance," concerning" the"dimension" ‘orientaGtion"to"IT’"we"find"two"different"scenarios"at"Europort:"on"the"one"hand,"a"difference"in"IT"affinity"can"have"a"negative"impact"on"both"‘communication"and"understanding’"and"‘partnership’"(Table"5.1)"since"nonGEA"stakeholders"with"low"IT"affinity"are"more"relucGtant" to"spend" time"on" ITGrelated" topics."On" the"other"hand,"at"Europort" there"are"also"nonGEA"stakeholders"with"high"IT"affinity."This"subcultural"similarity"to"EA"delivery"conGtributes"to"a"reduction"of"the"EA"effectiveness"in"‘conformance"and"integration’"and"on"‘governance’" (Table" 5.2)." Table" 5.2" provides" an" overview" of" the" relevant" subcultural"similarities"at"Europort."
Reduced)EA)effectiveness."Furthermore,"Table"5.1"and"Table"5.2"summarize"in"which"dimensions"the"EA"effectiveness"is"lowered"at"GovNed"and"Europort."We"identify"eight"dimensions"being"negatively"influenced"by"subcultural"differences"and"similarities:"‘conGformance"and"integration’," ‘communication"and"understanding’," ‘governance’," ‘partnerGship’,"‘quality"and"customization’,"‘initiation"of"change’,"‘flexibility’,"and"‘speed’."Sections"5.2"to"5.8"will"illustrate"in"detail"how"those"effectiveness"dimensions"are"influenced."






Deviation# from#project# planning."A"deviation" from" the"project"planning" comprises" two"different"aspects:" first,"new"requirements"may"appear"after"a"project"has"started."This"can"be" triggered"by"a" lack"of" communication"between"departments," i.e."by" their" isolaGtion,"and"by"the"shortGterm"orientation"and"change"orientation"of"nonGEA"stakeholders."Second,"a"deviation"from"the"project"planning"may"consist" in"new"projects"popping"up"after" the" higher" level" project" planning" has" been" finished." ShortGterm" and" changeGoriented"nonGEA"stakeholders"favour"such"situations."At"Europort,"a"deviation"from"the"project"planning"lowers"EA"effectiveness"in"‘conformance"and"integration’"and"‘governGance’."
Lack#of#acceptance#by#non=EA#stakeholders."C14"explains"that,"regarding"the"time"horizon,"the"difference"between"EA"delivery"and"some"nonGEA"stakeholders"lowers"the"EA"effecGtiveness"in"‘communication"and"understanding’."According"to"him,"the"architects"try"to"make"those"stakeholders"understand"that"the"longGterm"perspective"is"important."HowGever,"as"the"business"stakeholders"favour"a"shortGterm"perspective,"they"do"not"accept"the"advice"from"EA"delivery."This"will"be"illustrated"in"section"5.3.1"(‘time"horizon’)."





(Figure"5.2)."This"diagram"presents"specific"instances."Therefore,"we"adapt"our"concept"names"to" the"respective"context."For" instance,"we"add"the"relevant"subcultural"groups"(e.g." ‘not"listening"to"each"other’"becomes"‘nonGEA"stakeholders"do"not"listen"to"EA"deGlivery’)." Another" example" is" the" change" from" the" general" communication" defect" ‘not"checking" if" stakeholders" are" still" in" line" with" original" goals’" to" ‘EA" delivery" does" not"check" if"projects"are" still" in" line"with"EA" landscape’." In" this"example," the"stakeholders"are"the"project"teams"and"the"original"goal"is"conforming"to"the"EA"landscape."















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































EA#landscape#(Figure#5.2).#Therefore,#deviations#from#project#plans#are#discovered#(too)#late,#which#has#a#negative#impact#on#‘conformance#and#integration’.#Interestingly,#in#our#data#we#find#indications#that#also#Europort’s#EA#decision#making#is#rather# shortBterm# oriented,# especially# in# difficult# situations:# “it# is# always# easy# to# say:#‘yes,#of#course,#in#two#years#we#want#us#to#be#there’.#But#if#they#[=#IT#MT]#are#confronted#with#a#negative#outcome#of#the#decision#in#a#project,#they#say:#‘I#am#going#to#do#it#differBently# anyway’”# (C21).# This# quote# also# hints# at# the# communication# defect# ‘implicit# and#explicit#communication#not#aligned’#(Figure#5.2).#According#to#the#quoted#architect,#the#EA#decision#makers# explicitly# state# that# they# are# interested# in# the# longBterm#strategy.#However,#when#they#are#confronted#with#shortBterm#losses#or#negative#effects#they#will#decide#in#favour#of#the#short#term.#
 Orientation#to#change#5.2.4Our#data#indicate#that,#in#the#context#of#projects,#Europort’s#EA#delivery#tends#to#be#staBbility#oriented#whereas# their#business# stakeholders# tend# to#be# change#oriented.#Often#new#solutions#“pop#up#during#a#project”#(C15).#Sometimes#they#result#in#a#deviation#from#the#original# project# plan# (Figure#5.2).# For#EA#delivery# this# inhibits# ensuring# conformBance#and#integration.#Note#that#the#stakeholders’#orientation#to#change#is#reinforced#by#their#shortBterm#orientation#and#vice#versa.#GovNed#offers#an#example#where#EA#delivery#is#more#change#oriented#than#their#(nonBEA)#stakeholders.#As#stated#in#section#3.4.1,#GovNed’s#core#business#is#maintaining#and#managing#data#systems.#However,#the#organization#also#has#an#innovation#department.#Our# interviews# indicate#that# in# line#with#the# focus#of# their# tasks,# the#members#of#GovBNed’s# innovation#department#are#change#oriented:# “the#people#working#on# innovation#say:#‘we#must#think#about#how#we#can#make#it#work#in#the#future#and#look#further’”#(C3).#Our# insights# from# the# group# session# suggest# that# EA# delivery# is# also# open# to# change.#Since,# as# an# organization,# GovNed# is# focused# on#maintenance# (“people# who# work# on#maintenance#[…]#have#more#borders#than#people#who#are#busy#with#innovation”#(C3)),#the#systems# that#need# to#be#maintained#by#GovNed#are#usually#developed#outside# the#organization.#This#leads#to#the#challenge#of#integrating#the#externally#developed#systems#into# GovNed’s# landscape.# As# EA# delivery# is# responsible# for# integrating# organizational#components#and#is#open#to#change,#they#would#like#to#develop#(at#least)#some#of#the#sysBtems#inBhouse.#Yet,#“it#is#impossible#with#the#people#who#are#involved#in#maintenance”#(C2)#because#“that#is#a#different#world.#[…]#Doing#something#about#it# is#a#different#role#than# just# keeping# the# system# running”# (C1).# Therefore,# development# continues# to# be#done#by#external#companies,#which#leads#to#a#lack#of#involvement#of#EA#delivery.#EvenBtually,# this# contributes# to# a# negative# impact# on# ‘conformance# and# integration’# (Figure#5.2).#
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 Orientation#to#decision#making#5.2.5Europort’s#EA#decision#making#is#centralized#around#the#IT#MT.#The#architects#are#only#involved#in#EA#delivery#and#not#in#the#decision#making.#However,#they#would#like#to#also#be# involved# in# decision# making# (autonomous# decision# making)# since# the# centralized#decision# making# sometimes# leads# to# a# late# involvement# of# EA# delivery# (Figure# 5.2):#“what#I#see#sometimes#with#our#own#managers#is#that#they#choose#and#decide#first#and#ask#architects#later”#(C18).#In#such#situations#it#is#difficult#for#EA#delivery#to#ensure#conBformance#and#integration#as#they#do#not#have#any#influence#on#the#decision#taken#by#the#IT#MT.#A#similar#situation# is#present#at#GovNed#where#the#MT#(=#EA#decision#making)#does#not#always#consult#EA#delivery#for#advice#or#ask#for#approval#although#it#is#stipuBlated#by#an#internal#rule.#This#behaviour#does#not#only#have#a#negative#impact#on#‘conBformance# and# integration’# but# also# on# ‘communication# and# understanding’# (section#5.3.1,#attitude#towards#environment).#




 Orientation#to#IT#5.2.7In#this#dimension,#the#negative#effect#on#‘conformance#and#integration’#does#not#result#from#a#subcultural#difference#but#from#a#subcultural#similarity.#Some#of#the#architects’#nonBEA# stakeholders# have# a# high# IT# affinity.# This# high# IT# affinity# sometimes# leads# to#those#stakeholders#feeling#confident#enough#to#develop#or#choose#a#new#application#on#their# own.# Thus,# they# do#not# involve#EA#delivery# (Figure# 5.2).# This# is# illustrated# by# a#domain#architect:#“they#are#famous#for#their#dark#IT#projects.#Dark#IT#[=#shadow#IT]#is#IT,#which#is#requested,#developed#or#bought#by#nonBIT#departments.#So#they#call#us#and#say:# ‘oh,#we# bought# this# beautiful# new# device.# And# it# has# software# on# board.# And#we#have# to#have# it#up#and#running#next#week# in#an#operational#24/7,#99.99#%#reliability.#And#here# is# the#CD’”# (C14).# This# behaviour# constitutes# a# challenge# for# EA#delivery# beBcause#they#need#to#integrate#the#new#software#in#their#landscape,#whether#it#conforms#to#the#existing#organizational#components#or#not.#In#this#section,#we#have#illustrated#how#subcultural#differences#and#similarities#contribBute#to#a#reduced#EA#effectiveness#in#‘conformance#and#integration’.#In#doing#so,#we#have#detailed# which# subcultural# differences/similarities,# communication# defects,# and# addiBtional# intermediary# factors# are# relevant# at# GovNed# and/or# Europort.# In# the# following#section,#we#illustrate#the#same#for#the#EA#effectiveness#dimension#‘communication#and#understanding’.#5.3 Communication#and#understanding#
So# far,#we#have# illustrated# the# contribution#of# subcultural# differences# and# similarities#between#EA#delivery#and#their#nonBEA#stakeholders#as#well#as#between#EA#delivery#and#EA#decision#making#in#the#context#of#‘conformance#and#integration’.#In#this#section,#we#illustrate# their# effect# on# ‘communication# and#understanding’.# In# addition,#we#describe#how#subcultural#differences#within&EA&delivery#contribute#to#a#reduced#EA#effectiveness.#To#emphasize#those#different#subculture#levels#we#structure#this#section#by#subculture#level.#Section#5.3.1#presents#the#subcultural#differences#between#EA#delivery#and#their#(nonBEA)#stakeholders.# In#section#5.3.2,#we#discuss# the#differences#within#EA#delivery.#Within#each#section,#we#illustrate#the#specific#instances#by#subculture#dimension.#SimiBlar# to#Figure#5.2,#we#adapt# the#concept#names#used# in# the# Ishikawa#diagram#for# ‘comBmunication#and#understanding’#(Figure#5.3)#to#the#context.#
 Subcultural#differences#between#EA#delivery#and#their#(nonBEA)#5.3.1 stakeholders#
Attitude'towards'environment.#As#explained#in#section#5.2.2,#GovNed’s#MT#(=#EA#deciBsion#making)#is#externally#oriented:#at#GovNed#there#is#an#internal#rule#stating#that#each#project#plan,# change# request,# etc.#has# to#be#approved#by# the#architecture#board# (=#EA#
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delivery)#before#it#is#sent#to#the#MT.#However,#in#the#example#from#section#5.2.2#(exterBnal# advisor# does# not# involve# EA# delivery)# this# does# not# happen.# Instead,# the# finished#project#plan# is#directly#sent#to#the#MT.#According#to#their# internal#rule,# the#MT#should#first# forward#the#plan#to# the#architecture#board.#Yet,#as#an#external#advisor#has#develBoped# the#project#plan,# the#MT#accepts# the#plan#without# involving#EA#delivery# (section#5.2.5).# In# this# example#we# identify# two# communication# defects:# the# lack# of# asking# EA#delivery#for#approval#refers#to#‘EA#delivery#not#involved#(early#enough)’;#the#second#deBfect#is#‘implicit#and#explicit#communication#not#aligned’,#where#the#explicit#communicaBtion# is# the#rule#of#asking# for#EA#delivery’s#approval#and#the# implicit#communication# is#the#MT’s#behaviour.#Regarding#the#influence#on#the#EA#effectiveness,#our#interviews#inBdicate#that#not#involving#EA#delivery#(early#enough)#has,#amongst#others,#a#negative#imBpact#on#‘communication#and#understanding’#(Figure#5.3)#as#EA#delivery#cannot#provide#EA#decision#making#with#insight#in#and#advice#about#the#consequences#of#their#decisions#(Table#4.2).#According#to#our#interviews,#the#same#behaviour#of#not#asking#EA#delivery#for#their#adBvice#sometimes#happens#when#the#MT#receives#change#requests#from#their#external#cliBent.#On#some#occasions#the#MT#consults#EA#delivery,#on#other#occasions#they#do#not.#The#latter#case#is#an#example#of#not#involving#EA#delivery#(early#enough).#When#EA#delivery#is#not#involved,#they#cannot#help#the#MT#understand#the#consequences#of#their#decision#making,#which#again#refers#to#the#effectiveness#dimension# ‘communication#and#underBstanding’#(Figure#5.3).#
Basis'of' truth'and'rationality.# In# section#5.2.1,#we#have# illustrated# that,# at#Europort#and#GovNed,#EA#delivery#is#hardBdata#oriented#while#their#stakeholders#tend#to#be#intuiBtion#focused.#This#subcultural#difference#also#has#an#effect#on# ‘communication#and#unBderstanding’.#C17#from#Europort#explains#that#his#nonBEA#stakeholders#do#not#document#their#processes.#In#other#words,#they#cannot#provide#him#with#process#models#or#other#writtenBdown#process#descriptions,#which#are#his#preferred#means#of#communication:#“there#is#not#much#documentation#in#the#business.#That#is#the#main#thing.#And#they#are#not#very#keen#on#working#with#that#kind#of#thing”#(C17).#The#use#or#requirement#of#inapBpropriate# communication# means# lowers# the# EA# effectiveness# in# ‘communication# and#understanding’# (Figure# 5.3)# because# without# good# documentation# EA# delivery# is# not#able# to# give# insight# into# the# EA# related# consequences# of# their# stakeholders’# decision#making.#




about# the# consequences# of# their# decisions,# EA# decision#making# does# not# follow# their#advice.#Similarly,#C14#explains#that#his#nonBEA#stakeholders#do#not#accept#his#advice:#“The#underlying#message#is#always#‘the#day#after#tomorrow’.#Are#we#still#goBing#to#use#this?#Is# it#still#going#to#provide#the#services?#And#they#[=#nonBEA#stakeholders]# understand# that.# But# there# is# a# difference# between# underBstanding#and#accepting”.#The# two# examples# indicate# that# rational# reasoning# regarding# the# EA# related# conseBquences#of#planned#decisions# is#not#necessarily#sufficient# to#make#stakeholders# follow#the#advice#given#by#EA#delivery.#Instead,#subcultural#differences#can#lead#to#resistance#even#though#the#stakeholders#seem#to#agree#at#first#sight#(Figure#5.3).#
Orientation'to'IT.#While#the#EA#effectiveness#dimension#‘conformance#and#integration’#is#influenced#by#a#similarity#concerning#the#orientation#to#IT#(section#5.2.7),#the#dimenBsion# ‘communication# and# understanding’# is# impacted# by# a# subcultural# difference.# The#domain# architect# C16# explains# that# his# stakeholders# have# a# very# low# IT# affinity:# “they#have#a#computer,#they#have#an#iPad#and#they#have#a#big#property#management#system#and#lots#of#excel#sheets.#[…]#They#do#not#see#IT#as#a#real#asset,#I#think”.#He#sees#the#chalBlenge# in# “bridging# the# cultural# gap# and# stepping# into# their#world#where# they# are# not#very#far#ahead#with#IT”#(C16).#One#consequence#of#the#illustrated#subcultural#difference#is# that# EA# delivery# and# their# stakeholders# with# low# IT# affinity# do# not# have# a# shared#frame#of#reference#concerning#IT:#“I#need#to#start#influencing#them#and#try#to#convince#them#that#there#are#better#solutions#[…]#but#we#do#not#speak#too#much”#(C16).#This#leads#to# problems# in# realizing# the# EA# effectiveness# dimension# ‘communication# and# underBstanding’#(Figure#5.3)#

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































“I# stood#alone# against# the#others# in#defending# the# issues#of# the# client.#This#discussion# in# the#architecture#board# resulted# in#a#memo# to# the#MT.#And# in#the#memo,#I#thought,#the#view#of#the#innovation#department#was#not#enough#elaborated.#So,#when# I#saw#that#memo,# I# immediately# informed#the#head#of#my#department.#And#he#asked#me#to#also#make#a#memo,#in#which#I#stated#his#point#of#view.#And#that#was#sent#to#the#MT#as#well”#(C2).#
Table&5.3.&Subculture#profiles#of#GovNed’s#EA#delivery.&## Department# Attitude#towards#environment# Time#horizon# Orientation#to#change#C2# Innovation# External# Short#term# Change#C7# Business#control# Internal# Long#term# Stability#C010# ICT# Internal# Long#term# Stability##Thus,# the#MT# receives# two#different# advice# documents# from#members# of# EA#delivery.#This#means# that# there# is#no#clear#communication#coming# from#EA#delivery.# In# the#deWscribed#scenario#we#find#strong#hints#for#the#subcultural#differences#within#EA#delivery#having# a# negative# impact# on# the# effectiveness# dimension# ‘communication# and# underWstanding’#(Figure#5.3).#5.4 Governance#
The#EA#effectiveness#dimension# ‘governance’# is# closely# related# to# the#dimension# ‘conWformance# and# integration’.# Both#dimensions# refer# to# the# compliance# of# organizational#components:#while# ‘conformance#and# integration’# requires# that#organizational#compoWnents# conform# to# each#other,# ‘governance’# addresses# the# compliance#with# existing#EA#products.#In#line#with#this#proximity,#the#two#dimensions#are#influenced#by#the#same#or#similar#subcultural#differences/similarities#in#our#case#organizations#(Table#5.1#and#TaWble#5.2).#Consequently,#we#keep#most#explanations#in#this#section#short#and#refer#to#preWvious#sections#where#appropriate.#




Time&horizon.#In#the#context#of#‘conformance#and#integration’#(section#5.2.3),#we#have#described#consequences#of#differences#concerning#the#time#horizon#between#EA#delivWery#and# their#nonWEA# stakeholders# and#between#EA#delivery#and#EA#decision#making.#We# have# explained# that# the# externally# oriented# subgroups# prefer# to# rely# on# external#opinions#and/or#suggestions.#This#attitude#leads#to#the#communication#defect#‘EA#delivWery# not# involved# (early# enough)’# (Figure# 5.4).# Since# they# are# not# involved# (early#enough),# EA#delivery# cannot# ensure# the# compliance# of# externally# developed# solutions#and#project#plans#with#the#existing#EA#products.##
#
Figure&5.4.#Ishikawa#diagram#for#'governance'.&
Furthermore,# at# Europort,# the# shortWterm# orientation# of# nonWEA# stakeholders# favours#deviations# from# the#project#planning# to# the#extent# that#new#projects#pop#up#after# the#project#planning#has#been#finished#(Figure#5.4).#This#deviation#makes#it#difficult#for#EA#delivery#to#ensure#good#governance:#“What#we# try# to#do# is#making# three# to# five#year#plans.#And#based#on# those#plans,#we#make#oneWyear#plans.#But#what#we#see# is# that#still#many#projects#pop#up# that# are#not#on# the#official# lists.#But#we# then# somehow#have# to#put#them#on#the# list.#And#that# is#not#a#pleasant#process.#So#there# is#still#a# lot#of#bartering#happening”#(C14).#



































Orientation&to&collaboration.#Furthermore,#Europort’s#project#planning# is# influenced#by#the# isolation#among#nonWEA#stakeholders.#This# is# illustrated# in# the# following#examWple:# “One#of#my#colleagues#talked#with#his#business#area#and#they#said:#‘that#proWject#from#Passenger#Services#is#going#to#provide#us#this#functionality’.#And#he#checked#with#me#and#asked#me#whether#I#was#aware#that#our#system#was#goWing# to# provide# that# functionality# the# following# June.# I# said:# ‘no,# we# do# not#know#about#that.#And#by#the#way,#we#could#provide# it#but# it# is#not#planned#and#it#is#not#budgeted’.#So#then#I#said:#‘come#on#guys,#talk#to#each#other#and#make#sure#that#your#assumptions#are#known#by#the#others’”#(C15).#The#quote#shows#that#the#preference#for#working#in#isolation#leads#to#a#lack#of#commuWnication# between# the# departments.# This# in# turn# results# in# new# project# requirements#coming#up#after#the#project#start#(Figure#5.4),#which#has#a#negative#impact#on#‘governWance’.#Another#consequence#of#nonWEA#stakeholders#preferring#isolation#is#that#EA#delivery#is#not#involved#(early#enough).#This#has#been#illustrated#in#detail#in#section#5.2.6.#EA#delivWery#does#not#only#need#their#nonWEA#stakeholders#to#collaborate#to#ensure#conformance#and#integration#but#also#to#ensure#good#governance#of#applications,#et#cetera.#
Attitude&towards&environment.# In#section#5.2.2,#we#have#explained#in#detail# that#the#different#attitudes#towards#the#environment#of#GovNed’s#EA#decision#making#and#their#EA# delivery# lead# to# a# late# involvement# of# EA# delivery# concerning# new# projects# and#change# requests.# Consequently,# EA#delivery# cannot# ensure# that# those#projects# comply#with#the#EA#landscape#(Figure#5.4).#
Orientation&to&IT.#Section#5.2.7#details# that#a#high#IT#affinity#of#EA#delivery#and#their#nonWEA# stakeholders# can# lead# to# a# late# involvement# of# EA# delivery# since# the# nonWEA#stakeholders# are# confident# enough# to# develop# or# buy# IT# components# on# their# own.#Apart#from#the#impact#on#‘conformance#and#integration’,#this#subcultural#similarity#also#reduces#the#EA#effectiveness#in#‘governance’#because#EA#delivery#cannot#ensure#that#the#new#components#comply#with#their#EA#products#(Figure#5.4).#5.5 Partnership#
According# to#our#definition# from#section#4.1.2,#EA#delivery#aims#at#creating#a#sense#of#partnership#among#their#stakeholders,#e.g.#by#making#explicit# their#commonalities#and#
Partnership##|##103##
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Basis&of&truth&and&rationality.#As#illustrated#in#section#5.2.1,#Europort’s#EA#delivery#is#more# hardWdata# oriented# than# their# nonWEA# stakeholders.# EA# delivery#wants# to# thorWoughly# think# problems# through.# This# attitude# leads# to# situations# where# the# nonWEA#stakeholders#perceive#EA#delivery#as#slowing#down#their#projects:#“when#the#business#involves# IT,# our#processes# tend# to# slow#down#progress#or# give# that#perception”# (C16).#This#perception#contributes#to#an#EA#effectiveness#reduction#in#‘partnership’#through#a#late#involvement#of#EA#delivery#(Figure#5.5):#“business#does#not#always#want%to#see#the#involvement#of#IT”#(C16,#italics#added#by#author).#
 Partnership#among#nonWEA#stakeholders#5.5.2
Orientation&to&collaboration.#Europort’s#business#departments#are#oriented#towards#isolation# (section#5.2.6).# This# subcultural# similarity# results# in# two# communication#deWfects:#‘not#stating#all#requirements’#and#‘not#listening#to#each#other’#(Figure#5.5).#This#is#illustrated#in#the#following#quote:#“We#try#to#have#common#workshops.#And#then#it#is#still#difficult#to#make#sure#that#they#[=#the#business#departments]#speak#to#each#other#in#the#sense#that#they#explain#to#each#other#what#they#expect.#And#then#it#is#also#about#making#sure#that#people#do#not#only#talk#but#also#listen”#(C15).#Both#communication#defects#have#an#impact#on#the#sense#of#partnership#among#nonWEA#stakeholders:#“so#you#really#have#to#try#very#hard#to#find#a#way#to#explain#to#these#difWferent#business#units#that#it#is#in#their#benefit#to#cooperate”#(C14).#
Basis&of&truth&and&rationality.#In#the#context#of#‘conformance#and#integration’#(section#5.2.1),#we#have#outlined#that#GovNed’s#EA#delivery# is#hardWdata#oriented#to#the#extent#that# they#use#written#documents# to#communicate# important# information.#However,#as#some#of#their#nonWEA#stakeholders#are#rather#intuition#oriented,#they#do#not#read#those#documents.#As# the# stakeholders#do#not# consult# the#documents,# they#are#not# informed#about#potential#dependencies#of#different#projects#and/or#systems#and#about#potential#commonalities#to#other#stakeholders.#Hence,#this#subcultural#difference#contributes#to#a#reduction#in#‘partnership’#(Figure#5.5).#5.6 Quality#and#customization#
At#Europort,#we#find#three#subcultural#differences#between#EA#delivery#and#their#nonWEA#stakeholders#contributing#to#a#reduction#in#‘quality#and#customization’#(Figure#5.6).#The#difference# concerning# the#basis# of# truth# and# rationality# and# its# impact#have#been#
Initiation#of#change##|##105##
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illustrated#in#section#5.2.1.#Similarly,#we#have#described#that#a#difference#regarding#the#time#horizon#leads#to#situations#in#which#EA#delivery#does#not#have#time#to#think#probWlems#through#(section#5.2.3).#The#third#subcultural#difference#concerns#the#orientation#to#goal#achievement:#while#Europort’s#EA#delivery#tends#to#be#process#oriented,#(some#of)#their#nonWEA#stakeholders#are#more#result#oriented.#This#subcultural#difference#reinWforces# the#effect#of# the#other# two#differences:#EA#delivery#does#not#have# time#to# think#problems#through.#This# is# illustrated# in#the# following#example#by#one#of#Europort’s# IT#managers:##
#
Figure&5.6.#Ishikawa#diagram#for#'quality#and#customization'.#
“At# the#moment,#we#are#doing#a#project# for#navigating#within# the# terminal.#So,#you#navigate#with#a#map#inside#the#terminal#and#you#get#flight#status#and#maps#to#guide#you#through#the#terminal.#In#the#end#you#have#apps,#which#you#can#download#as#a#passenger#and#make#your#way#around#the#airport.#But#it#is#a#lot#of#infrastructure.#But#the#commercial#guy#only#sees#the#apps#in#the#end;#but#the#infrastructure#work#–#WiWFi#access,#etc.#–#he#does#not#see#that.#So#it#is#difficult# for# him# and# he# gets# very# impatient# because#most# of# the# costs# are#caused#by#and#most#time#is#needed#for#the#infrastructural#component#of#this#project”#(C11).#According#to#our#data,#the#lack#of#time#to#think#problems#through#lowers#the#EA#effecWtiveness#in# ‘quality#and#customization’#(Figure#5.6)#because#EA#delivery#cannot#ensure#the#design#and#realization#of#high#quality#products#and#services.#5.7 Initiation#of#change#














projects.#This#contributes#to#an#effectiveness#reduction#in# ‘initiation#of#change’#(Figure#5.7)# because# EA# delivery# cannot# analyse# the# feasibility# of# those# requests# and/or# proWjects:#“And#these#assignments,#these#wishes,#they#come#to#us#through#the#MT.#And#if#you#do#not#have#an#MT#that# is#able#to#understand#the#pitfalls#and#the#imWpact#of#the#wishes,#then#you#can#be#confronted#with#assignments#that#are#not#feasible.#You#cannot#deliver#in#time#or#deliver#what#they#want”#(C2).##
#
Figure&5.7.#Ishikawa#diagram#for#'initiation#of#change'.&5.8 The#special#cases#of#‘flexibility’#and#‘speed’#
The# examples# presented# in# sections# 5.2# to# 5.7# illustrate# an# indirect# relation# between#subcultural# differences# or# similarities# and# a# reduced# EA# effectiveness.# This# is# in# line#with#our#findings#from#the#exploratory#expert#interviews#(Figure#4.1).#Yet,#at#Europort,#we# find#that# the#EA#effectiveness#dimensions# ‘flexibility’#and# ‘speed’#are# influenced#di)














“Where#they#[=#the#architects]#can#improve#is#that#the#world#is#going#so#fast#now,#they#need#to#adapt#their#strategy#vision#on#the#flexibility#that#our#organWization#needs.#You#cannot#build#five#years#of#future#anymore.#It#is#already#difWficult#to#have#a#glance#on#the#next#two#years.#So#they#need#to#adapt#their#viWsion”#(C13).#We#find#similar#results#for#the#EA#effectiveness#dimension#speed.#According#to#the#data#collected#at#Europort,#the#difference#in#basis#of#truth#and#rationality#between#EA#delivWery#and#their#stakeholders#has#a#direct#impact#on#‘speed’#(Figure#5.9).#In#one#of#our#inWterviews,#a#domain#architect#(C16)#explains#that#his#thorough#way#of#working#(hardWdata#orientation)# does# not# match# the# speed# that# his# stakeholders# desire.# Also,# during# the#group# session# the# architects#mention# that# their# nonWEA# stakeholders# perceive# the# inWvolvement#of#EA#delivery#as#slowing#down#their#projects.##
!
Figure&5.9.#Ishikawa#diagram#for#'speed'.#








those#properties#that#are#necessary#and#sufficient#for#the#enterprise#to#be#fit#for#purpose”#(Lankhorst#and#Proper#2012).#Our#empirical#findings#are#in#line#with#this#criticism.#Europort’s#EA#delivery#seems#to#be#too#much# focused#on# the# long# term#and# too#hardWdata#oriented# to# fulfil# the#objectives#flexibility#and#speed.#5.9 Summary#




When(starting(our(research,(we(assumed(that(subcultural(differences(would(contribute(to(a(reduced(EA(effectiveness.(Our(aim(was(to(investigate(how(this(influence(took(place((RQ1)(and(what(the(role(of(communication(was(in(that(context((RQ2).(Our(findings(supJport( our( initial( assumption.(They( indicate( that( subcultural( differences( contribute( to( a(reduced(EA(effectiveness(mainly(in(an(indirect(way.(Furthermore,(they(signal(that(comJmunication(defects(are(an(important(intermediary(factor(in(that(context.(However,(our(theory(depicts(that(the(relation(between(subcultural(differences(and(a(reduced(EA(effecJtiveness(is(not(always(indirect.(Consequently,(communication(defects(do(not(always(act(as( intermediary( factor.(Furthermore,(our(research(reveals( that(subcultural(similarities(can(also(add(to(a(reduced(EA(effectiveness.(In(chapter(5,(we(have(shown( in(detail(how(subcultural(differences(and/or(similarities(can(result(in(a(decreased(EA(effectiveness.(This(chapter(discusses(how(the(results(preJsented( in( chapters(4(and(5( should(be(understood.(This( includes( two(questions:( (1)( to(what(extent(are(our(results(valid?(And((2)(what(are(implications(for(research(and(pracJtice?( In(answering( those(questions,(we(add( the( remaining( two(elements( suggested(by(Whetten( (1989)( (section( 3.1.2)( to( our( explanatory( theory:( its( contextual( boundaries((‘who,(where,(when’,(section(6.1)(and(its(relevance((‘why’,(section(6.3).(6.1 Validity(of(results(




Construct)validity#(section#6.1.1)#concerns#the#question#“to#what#extent#the#operational#measures# that# are# studied# really# represent#what# the# researcher[s]# have# in#mind# and#what# is# investigated# according# to# the# research# questions”# (Runeson# and# Höst# 2009).#According# to#Yin# (2003),# construct#validity#can#be#achieved# through# triangulation,#e.g.#using#multiple#sources#of#evidence#(sections#3.4.2#and#0).#
Internal) validity# (section# 6.1.2)# is# particularly# important# for# explanatory# case# studies#since#it#addresses#causal#relations.#It#concerns#the#question#to#what#extent#a#researcher#has# taken# into#account# the# “risk”# that# the# investigated#effect# is# also# caused#by#a# third#factor#(Runeson#and#Höst#2009,#Yin#2003).#Finally,#to#discuss#whether#our#theory#is#generalizable#beyond#the#two#cases#presented#in# this# thesis,# we# use# the# concept# of# external) validity# (Runeson# and# Höst# 2009,# Yin#2003).#Note# that,#as#explained# in#section#3.1.1,#we#do#not#aim#at#statistical#generalizaVtion.# Instead,# Yin# (2003)# suggests# generalizing# to# a# broader# theory.# Section# 6.1.3# exVplains#to#what#extent#our#findings#can#be#applied#to#other#cases#and,#thus,#highlights#the#contextual#boundaries#of#our#theory.#
 Construct#validity#6.1.1In#this#section,#we#discuss#to#what#extent#our#concept#frameworks#are#suitable#to#study#EA# effectiveness,# subcultural# differences/similarities# and# communication# defects# reVspectively.#
EA# effectiveness.# Our# EA# effectiveness# framework# (section# 4.1.2)# comprises# eleven#dimensions.#To#derive#and#define#those#dimensions,#we#considered#the#work#of#different#authors.#Furthermore,#we#took#into#account#insights#from#our#two#inVdepth#case#studies#and#from#our#expert#interviews.#In#other#words,#we#included#a#large#range#of#perspecVtives#when# developing# the# framework.#Hence,# our# framework# covers# a#wide# range# of#possible#EA#objectives.#We,#therefore,#claim#it#to#be#suited#to#study#EA#effectiveness.#In#our# case# studies,#we#ensured#construct#validity#by#discussing# the#completeness#of# the#framework#and#the#relevance#of#each#dimension#with#the#respective#teams#of#architects.#




Communication# defects.# We# also# applied# triangulation# to# develop# our# typology# of#communication#defects:#the#list#of#defects#is#largely#based#on#our#expert#interviews,#i.e.#on#insights#from#different#organizations.#Hence,# it#covers#a# large#range#of#perspectives#from# practice.# Furthermore,# we# extended# the# typology# by# information# gained# in# our#case#studies.#Finally,#we#included#literature#from#the#fields#of#change#management#and#EA# to# also# include# findings# from# related# research.# This# diversity# of# sources# allows# us#being#confident#that#most#communication#defects#occurring#in#practice#can#be#classified#according#to#our#typology.#
 Internal#validity#6.1.2In#line#with#our#problem#statement#and#RQ1,#our#theory#explains#how#subcultural#differVences/similarities#contribute# to#a#reduced#EA#effectiveness.#Thus,#by#definition,# it#does#not#claim#that#subcultural#differences#and#similarities#are#the#only#cause#for#a#reduced#EA#effectiveness#but#acknowledges#that#other#influencing#factors#are#possible.#Our#theoVry’s#internal#validity,#therefore,#refers#to#the#completeness#of#the#intermediary#factors11.#Since#RQ2#explicitly#addresses#the#role#of#communication,#we#have#paid#special#attention#to#communication#(defects)#in#our#research.#Yet,#in#our#case#studies,#we#have#identified#four# additional# factors# that# play# a# role# in# the# relation# between# subcultural# differVences/similarities# and# a# reduced# EA# effectiveness# (section# 5.1).# This# finding# demonVstrates#that#communication#defects#are#not#necessarily#the#only#intermediary#factor#and#suggests#that#other#factors#reducing#the#EA#effectiveness#can#be#traced#back#to#subculVtural#differences#and/or#similarities.#The#appearance#of#additional#intermediary#factors#is#context#dependent.#Consequently,#the#four#identified#factors#should#be#understood#as#case#specific#examples.#
 External#validity#6.1.3The#external#validity#addresses#the#question#to#what#extent#our#findings#are#generalizaVble#to#other#cases.#By#answering#this#question#we#clarify#which#findings#can#be#generalVized#to#a#broader#theory#and,#thus,#highlight#our#theory’s#contextual#boundaries#(WhetVten#1989).#We#start#by#discussing#the#external#validity#of#our#three#concept#frameworks.#Thereafter,#we#touch#upon#the#specific# instances#found#in#our#case#studies.#Finally,#we#address#the#external#validity#of#the#relations#depicted#in#our#theory.#
Concept#frameworks.#As#outlined#in#section#6.1.1,#our#concept#frameworks#are#based#on#ample#theoretical#and#empirical#insights.#Their#generic#character#makes#them#appliVcable#beyond#our#two#cases.#However,#they#may#have#to#be#adapted#to#organization#speV




cific#needs.# For# instance,# an#organization#may#not# seek#all#EA#objectives# addressed# in#our#EA#effectiveness# framework.# In# this#case,#our# framework#has# to#be#reduced#to# the#applicable# dimensions.# Furthermore,# additional# EA# objectives,# subculture# dimensions,#or#communication#defects#may#be#relevant#in#other#organizations.#In#those#cases,#organVization#specific#extensions#are#necessary.#Summarizing,#our#concept#frameworks#form#a#good#starting#point#for#organizations#to#analyse#their#EA#effectiveness,#subcultural#difVferences/similarities,#and#communication#defects.#The#broad#lists#of#dimensions#reduce#the#risk#of#omitting#important#aspects.#At#the#same#time,#the#frameworks#offer#room#for#organization#specific#adaptation(s).#




Concept# relations.# The# relations# presented# in# chapter# 5# illustrate# potential# negative#consequences#of# subcultural#differences#and# similarities# for#EA#effectiveness.#As# such,#they#are#not#to#be#understood#as#laws#of#nature#in#the#sense#that#“a#particular#phenomeVnon#always#occurs# if# certain#conditions#be#present”# (Oxford#English#Dictionary#Online#2015).# Consequently,# the# relation# instances12# serve# as# examples# and# as# indication# for#practitioners#regarding#the#question#which#factors#to#pay#special#attention#to.#They#are#neither#exhaustive#nor#necessarily#valid#in#other#cases.#Hence,#the#detailed#view#on#how#subcultural#differences/similarities#contribute#to#a#reduced#EA#effectiveness#cannot#be#generalized.#However,#given#that#we#triangulate#our#findings#–#i.e.#we#find#indication#in#both#broad#(expert# interviews)#and# inVdepth#empirical# research#(case#studies)#–#we#are#confident#that#our#theory#is#generalizable#on#a#higher#level#(Figure#6.1).#By#higher#level#we#refer#to#the# finding#that#subcultural#differences#and/or#similarities#can# lead#to#communication#defects,#which# in# return# are# likely# to# result# in# a# reduced# EA# effectiveness.# Additional#intermediary#factors#are#possible.#Furthermore,#subcultural#differences#and/or#similariVties#can#directly#contribute#to#a#decreased#EA#effectiveness.##
#
Figure#6.1.#High#level#view#on#subcultural#differences/similarities#contributing#to#a#reduced#EA#effectiveness.#
In#this#thesis,#we#have#analysed#the#concept#relations#of#our#theory#on#a#micro#level,#i.e.#caseVspecific#instances#(chapter#5).#We#have#then#generalized#our#findings#to#the#macro#level# (depicted# in# Figure#6.1).#What# remains# open# is# the#question# regarding# the#meso)
level.#For# instance,#how#do#subculture#dimensions# interdepend?#Is# it#possible#to#relate#certain#subcultural#orientations#to#specific#professional#groups#or#hierarchy#levels?#AnVother# interesting# question# addresses# the# underlying#mechanisms# of# the# concept# relaVtions.#In#which#cases/situations#do#subcultural#differences/similarities#trigger#commuV












nication#defects#and#in#which#situations#do#they#trigger#other#intermediary#factors?#Are#there#additional# factors# those#relations#depend#on?#Such#mechanisms#were#out#of#our#analysis’#scope.#Yet,#we#strongly#suggest#investigating#those#questions#in#future#research#since# the#meso# level#would#extend#our# theory’s#scope#and#would# increase# its#external#validity.#
 Summary#of#validity#6.1.4We#have#clarified#that#our#theory#should#not#be#understood#as#law#of#nature#neither#on#a#detailed#nor#on#a#high#level.#It#demonstrates#how#subcultural#differences#and/or#simiVlarities#possibly#contribute#to#a#reduced#EA#effectiveness.#As#such,#it#is#externally#valid#on#a#macro#level#(Figure#6.1).#Furthermore,#our#concept#frameworks#(EA#effectiveness,#subculture,#and#communication#defects)#can#be#applied#in#other#organizational#contexts,#sometimes# with# slight# modifications.# In# contrast,# the# specific# instances# (micro# level)#presented#in#chapter#5#serve#as#illustrations#and#cannot#be#generalized#beyond#our#two#cases.# They# illustrate,# though,# that# an# inVdepth# understanding# of# subcultural# differVences/similarities#is#important#for#improving#an#organization’s#EA#effectiveness.#To#exVtend#our#theory,#we#have#suggested#adding#the#meso#level#in#future#research.#As#a#startVing#point,#we#discuss# the# role#of# ‘missing#mandate’# as#an#enhancing# factor# in# the#next#section.#6.2 ‘Missing#mandate’#as#enhancing#factor#




of#subcultural#differences.#The#fact#that#there#is#no#formal#mandate#leaves#ample#room#for#acting#according#to#one’s#own#values.#Consider,#for#instance,#subcultural#differences#concerning#the#basis#of#truth#and#rationVality:# since#nonVEA#stakeholders#perceive#EA#delivery#as# slowing#down#processes#and#projects#(due#to#their#thorough#way#of#working),#they#decide#not#to#involve#EA#delivery.#This#is#only#possible#because#there#is#no#rule#stipulating#when#and#how#to#involve#them.#The#same#holds#true#for#subcultures#that#prefer#to#work#in#isolation.#Without#a#formal#mandate#they#can#decide#not#to#collaborate.#Note#that#we#do#not#claim#that#introducing#a#formal#mandate#would#completely#eliminate#communication#defects# triggered#by#subVcultural#differences/similarities.#However,#we#suggest#that#it#would#reduce#the#negative#effects,#as#it#would#restrict#the#room#for#manoeuvre#of#both#EA#delivery#and#their#stakeVholders.#Future#research#should#investigate#this#suggestion#in#detail.#The#following#secVtion#presents#further#implications#of#our#results#for#both#research#and#practice.#6.3 Implications#
 Implications#for#research#6.3.1Our# theory# explains# one# reason# for# existing# EA# approaches# not# being# as# effective# in#practice# as# desired# or# proclaimed# in# theory.# It# suggests# that# subcultural# differences#should#be#considered#in#EAM.#This#is#in#line#with#Simon#et#al.#(2013)#who#suggest#conVducting#more#research#on#the#integration#of#EA#with#related#disciplines,#such#as#mergers#and#acquisitions,#outsourcing,#or#subcultural#aspects,#to#account#for#practical#challenges.#But#how#can#our#theory#be#included#in#future#EA#related#research?#According#to#Simon#et#al.#(2013),#current#EA#research#focuses#on#(metaV)#modelling.#In#this#context,#we#see#two#areas#that#our#theory#can#contribute#to:#
Modelling# subcultural# differences/similarities# and# their# influence.# Given# that# EA#products# provide# a# holistic# view# on# enterprises# and# that# subcultural# differences# and#similarities#contribute#to#a#reduced#EA#effectiveness,#it#seems#reasonable#to#include#relVevant#subcultural#differences/similarities#as#one#organizational#component#in#EA#modVels.#However,# this# raises# the#question#whether#subcultural#differences/similarities#are#suited#to#be#modelled#and#how#this#can#be#done.#On#the#one#hand,#one#could#argue#that#it#is#inevitable#to#include#subcultural#aspects#in#EA#models#to#make#them#more#accurate.#On#the#other#hand,#the#soft#character#of#organizational#subcultures#makes#it#difficult#to#model#their#influence#in#its#entirety.#




ever,# we# have# illustrated# that# different# subcultures# prefer# different# communication#means.#Consequently,#some#subcultures#may#not#understand#EA#models#or#even#refuse#them.#Moreover,#subcultural#differences#(and#communication#defects)#do#not#only#occur#among# the# EA# delivery’s# stakeholders# but# also# between# EA# delivery# and# their# stakeVholders.#Hence,#architects#may#not#be#successful#in#promoting#the#use#of#EA#models#givVen#those#subcultural#differences.#Thus,# future#research#should#address#the#question#to#what#extent#and#how#models#can#and#should#be#used#in#the#context#of#EAM#taking#into#account#the#influence#of#subcultural#differences#and#similarities.#Apart#from#the#EA#related#implications,#we#see#a#contribution#to#organization#science:#
A#framework#to#study#organizational#subculture.#Our#theory#shows#that#the#applicaVtion#of# the#organizational#culture# framework#by#Detert#et#al.# (2000)#to#the# level#of#orVganizational# subcultures# is# possible# and# provides# rich# insights# into# subcultural# differVences#and#similarities.#Furthermore,#we#have#demonstrated#that#the#framework#can#be#extended#by#adding#context#specific#subculture#dimensions.#For#the#field#of#EA,#we#addVed#the#dimension#‘orientation#to#IT’.#To#further#elaborate#on#the#framework,#we#suggest#applying# it# in# different# research# areas# to# identify# organizational# subcultures# and/or#subcultural#differences/similarities.#
 Implications#for#practice#6.3.2Our# theory# also# entails# several# implications# for# EAM# in# practice.# In# the# following,#we#explain#our#key#messages#to#practitioners:#




“And#they#look#on#the#internet#and#see#that#they#have#it#over#there:#‘we#want#to#have#it#–#tomorrow”’.#Tomorrow,#tomorrow,#what#the#fuck?”#(C10)#Raising#the#awareness#for#the#role#of#subcultural#differences/similarities#in#EAM#helps#practitioners# utilize# those# differences/similarities# in# favour# of# EAM#or# avoid# conflicts#resulting# from# such# differences/similarities.# For# instance,# at# GovNed,# an# increased#awareness# for#differences# in# ‘basis#of# truth#and#rationality’# (section#5.2.1)#would#help#EA# delivery# understand# that# written# communication# does# not# guarantee# that# their#stakeholders# understand# and# accept# the# communicated# information.# In# this# case,# the#insights# into# the# existing# subcultural# differences# should# trigger# EA# delivery# to# adapt#their#use#of#communication#means#to#their#stakeholders’#preferences.#Also,#the#awareVness# for# subcultural# differences# could# avoid# personal# conflicts# since# disagreement#would#not#be# taken#personally.#Another#example#concerns# the# late# involvement#of#EA#delivery#regarding#new#applications:#knowing#about#the#existing#subcultural#differences#and# similarities,# the# EA# function# or# (senior)#management# could# decide# to# clarify# and#emphasize#the#ideal#procedure#of#introducing#new#applications.#Furthermore,#increasing#the#awareness#of#subcultural#aspects#would#make#EA#delivery#reflect#on#their#own#subculture#and#understand#that#their#approach#to#work#is#just#one#way#of#thinking#or#working.#For#instance,#we#have#discussed#that#EA#delivery#seems#to#be#too#longVterm#oriented#and#too#much#focused#on#hard#data#for#Europort’s#agile#way#of#working#(section#5.8).#Reflecting#on#their#own#values#may#trigger#EA#delivery#changVing#them#a#little#and,#thus,#moving#towards#their#stakeholders.#Hence,#we#argue#that#an#increased#awareness#is#the#first#step#forward.##
Subcultural#differences#should#not#be#avoided#per#se.#The# fact# that#our# theory#exVplains#the#negative#influence#of#subcultural#differences#on#EA#effectiveness#does#not#imVply#that#subcultural#differences#are#always#negative#and#should#be#minimized.#For#one,#literature#also#acknowledges#the#positive#effects#of#subcultural#differences#(NiederhäuVser# and#Rosenberger#2011,# Stahl# et# al.# 2010).#Hence,# reducing# subcultural#differences#would#also#reduce#potential#positive#effects.#For#another,#our#theory#suggests#that#subVcultural# similarities# can# also# contribute# to# a# reduced# EA# effectiveness.# Consequently,#decreasing#subcultural#differences#could#lead#to#other#negative#impacts#on#EA#effectiveVness.# Instead# of# diminishing# or# avoiding# subcultural# differences,#we# suggest# trying# to#work#with#them.#As#explained#above,#being#aware#of#subcultural#differences#and#similarVities#and#their#influence#helps#identify#measures#to#reduce#their#negative#effects.#




among# the# nonVEA# stakeholders,# and#within# EA# delivery.# As# explained# in# section# 6.1,#those#subculture# levels#are#only#examples.#However,#our#findings#underline#that#when#analysing#the#contribution#of#subcultural#differences#and/or#similarities#to#a#reduced#EA#effectiveness,#practitioners# (and#researchers)# should#not# limit# their#analysis# to#predeVfined#subcultures.#In#this#context,#we#particularly#highlight#our#finding#that#EA#delivery#is#not#necessarily#culturally#homogeneous#(section#5.3.2).#
Use# theory# as# analytical# framework.# Our# theory# is# not# only# conducive# for# raising#awareness#but#also#suits#as#analytical#framework#or#analysis#tool.#This#applies#for#both#the#concept#frameworks#as#well#as#the#insights#on#how#the#concepts#are#related.#As#exVplained# in# section#6.1.3,# the#EA#effectiveness# framework#may#need#more# case# specific#adaptation#than#the#subculture#framework#and#the#typology#of#communication#defects.#Still,#we#consider#all#of#them#as#valuable#tools#for#analysing#case#specific#situations.#FurVthermore,# practitioners# can# use# Table# 5.1,# Table# 5.2# and# the# presented# Ishikawa# diaVgrams#(e.g.#Figure#5.3)#to#learn#about#what#kind#of#subcultural#differences/similarities#and# communication# defects# they# should# look# for# and# how# to# relate# the# observed# inVstances.#Yet,#we#do#not#recommend#limiting#their#analysis#to#the#instances#presented#in#chapter#5.#We#rather#suggest#utilizing#the#respective#tables#and#diagrams#as#a#starting#point#for#a#case#specific#analysis.#















This( chapter(presents( the( conclusions( that( can(be(drawn( from(our( research.(First,(we(provide(an(overview(of(the(theory(developed(in(part(II(of(this(dissertation((section(7.1).(Although( the( answers( to( our( research( questions( are( included( in( the( overview( of( our(theory,(we(briefly(answer(each(question(individually(in(section(7.2.(Thereafter,(we(critiHcally(reflect(on(our(methodology((section(7.3).(Finally,(we(suggest(some(avenues(for(fuHture(research((section(7.4).(7.1 Overview(of(the(explanatory(theory(




Hence,(it(helps(raising(awareness(for(this(topic(within(an(organization.(Also,(our(theory(emphasizes(that(subcultural(differences(should(not(be(avoided(but(should(be(utilized(to(reduce(their(negative(effects.(Maybe,(they(can(even(be(turned(into(positive(effects.(AnHother( finding( relevant( to( practitioners( is( that( relevant( subcultural( differHences/similarities( can( occur( on( different( levels,( e.g.( between( EA( delivery( and( their(stakeholders(but(also(within(EA(delivery.(Finally,(the(number(of(subculture(dimensions(contributing(to(the(individual(EA(effectiveness(dimensions(indicates(which(effectiveness(reduction(is(likely(to(be(more(complex(to(resolve(and(which(one(is(likely(to(be(resolved(in(an(easier(way.(The(concept(frameworks(provided(by(our(theory((organizational(subculture,(communiHcation(defects,(EA(effectiveness)(can(be(applied(to(every(organization(with(an(EA(funcHtion.( However,( they( have( some( contextual( boundaries:( firstly,( context( specific( extenHsions(may(be(needed.(Moreover,(the(external(validity(of(the(EA(effectiveness(framework(is( limited( as( the( relevant( EA( objectives( are( organization( specific.( Thus,( organizations(should(select( those(objectives( that(are( relevant( to( their( context.( Similarly,( the(specific(instances(illustrated(in(chapter(5(are(not(externally(valid(since(they(are(context(specific.(That( is,( neither( the( occurring( subcultural( differences/similarities,( communication( deHfects,(et(cetera(nor(the(presented(relations(between(those(instances(can(be(transferred(oneHtoHone(to(other(organizations.(What(can(be(generalized(to(other(cases(is(the(macro(level(view(presented(in(Figure(6.1.(Table( 7.1( relates( the( details( of( our( theory( to( the( four( theory( elements( by( Whetten((1989).( Note( that( communication( defects( and( the( additional( intermediary( factors( beHlong(to(both(the(‘what’(and(the(‘how’:(on(the(one(hand,(they(are(part(of(our(theory’s(conHcepts.( On( the( other( hand,( they( characterize( the( relation( between( subcultural( differHences/similarities(and(a(reduced(EA(effectiveness.(7.2 Answering(the(individual(research(questions(
How$do$differences$between$organizational$subcultures$contribute$to$a$reduced$EA$effec6




























Limitation&of&qualitative&case&studies.(To(gain(inHdepth(insights(into(our(research(topHic(we(conducted(caseHstudy(research.(This(approach(allowed(us(studying(in(detail(differHent( perspectives(within( one(organization( (in( two( cases)( (Flick(2009),(which(was(parHticularly(important(for(studying(the(relation(between(subcultural(differences((and(simiHlarities)( and( a( reduced( EA( effectiveness.( However,( case( studies( including( qualitative(interviews( and( group( discussions( are( quite( timeHconsuming( for( both( researchers( and(caseHstudy(partners.(For(instance,(our(group(discussions(took(two(to(three(hours(each.(In( addition,( each( individual( interview( took(55(minutes(on(average.(While( this(did(not(form(a(problem(for(us(as(researchers,(we(noticed(that(the(case(organizations(could(not(always(offer(the(availability(we(would(have(wished(for.(We(depended(on(the(organizaHtions’(willingness(and(ability(to(make(their(employees(available(for(interviews(and(could(not(interview(all(the(employees(we(wanted.(At(Europort,(this(led(to(a(sample(limited(to(members(of( the(EA( function,( leaving(out(nonHEA(stakeholders.(Consequently,(many(of(the(examples(are(portrayed(from(an(architect’s(perspective.(We(had(to(infer(the(nonHEA(stakeholders’( subcultural( orientations( from( the( descriptions( provided( by(members( of(EA(delivery(and(EA(decision(making.(To(account(for(these(less(diverse(than(envisioned(data(sources(and(add(more(analytical(rigour,(we(took(two(measures:(firstly,(when(anaHlysing(the(collected(data,(we(interpreted(the(explanations(of(all(the(participants(keeping(in(mind(that(all(of(them(had(their(own(subcultural(background.(In(doing(so,(we(treated(all( the(subcultures(equally.(Secondly,(by( integrating(the(results( from(our(case(study(at(Europort(with(those(from(the(study(at(GovNed(we(introduced(more(perspectives(to(our(theory,(especially(because(at(GovNed(we(could(also(interview(nonHEA(stakeholders.(




we(mean(answers(that(do(not(reflect(a(participant’s(actual(attitude(but(the(proclaimed(or(desired(one((Corbetta(2003,(Krosnick(1999).(In(our(interviews,(we(sometimes(expeHrienced(that(a(participant(stated(that(s/he(was(in(favour(of(a(certain(value,(e.g.(open(to(change.( However,( from( his/her( examples( illustrating( difficult( situations( at( work( we(concluded(that,(after(all,(s/he(was(not(that(open(to(change(or(at(least(less(open(than(anHother( subculture.(This(discrepancy(between(proclaimed(and(actual( attitude( is(hard( to(capture(in(a(questionnaire.(In(summary,(we(consider(the(empirical(data(collection(methods(we(chose(for(our(study(as(suitable( for(our(purposes(despite(the(danger(of( limiting(our( insights(to(certain(perHspectives.(The(inHdepth(character(of(our(qualitative(case(studies(allowed(us(understandHing(and(explaining(the(contribution(of(subcultural(differences((and(similarities)(to(a(reHduced(EA(effectiveness(as(well(as(the(role(of(communication((defects)(in(detail.(
 Analysis(of(empirical(data(7.3.2
Interdependency& of& subculture& dimensions.( When( analysing( and( presenting( how(subcultural( differences/similarities,( communication( defects( and( EA( effectiveness( diHmensions( are( related( (chapter( 5),( we( mostly( considered( the( subcultural( differHences/similarities(in(an(isolated(way.(To(reduce(the(complexity(of(our(topic(and(results(we( hardly( took( into( account( the( possibility( that( subculture( dimensions( are( interdeHpendent(and(may,(for(instance,(reinforce(each(other.(Solely(in(the(context(of(subcultural(differences(within(EA(delivery((section(5.3.2),(we(indicate(that(differences(in(three(subHculture(dimensions( jointly(contribute( to(a(reduced(EA(effectiveness.(Although(we(anaHlysed(our(data(and(presented(our(results(by(subculture(dimension,(we(also(found(indicaHtions(for(subculture(dimensions(being(interdependent.(For(instance,(we(suspect(that(the(time(horizon(influences(the(orientation(to(change(to(a(certain(extent:(at(GovNed,(we(noHticed( that( EA( delivery( was( more( open( to( change( than( their( stakeholders( concerning(longHterm(changes( (e.g.( introducing(system(development(as(a(new( function).(Yet,( they(were( more( stability( oriented( than( their( stakeholders( concerning( shortHterm( changes((e.g.(changes(to(a(project(plan).(Hence,(their(time(horizon(seems(to(influence(their(orienHtation(to(change.(





In(section(6.3.1,(we(have(pointed(out(that(future(research(should(address(the(question(whether(and(how((the(influence(of)(subcultural(differences/similarities(can(be(included(as(organizational(component(in(EA(models.(Moreover,(we(have(suggested(investigating(to(what(extent(and(how(models( can(and(should(be(used( in( the(context(of(EAM(taking(into(account(the(influence(of(subcultural(differences(and(similarities.(Next(to(these(two(implications,(we(derive(additional(proposals(for(further(research.(
Add&meso& level& to&our& theory.( As( suggested( in( section(6.1.3,( future( research( should(address(the(meso(level(of(our(theory.(By(meso(level(we(refer(to(the(underlying(mechaHnisms( that( influence,( in( which( situations( subcultural( differences/similarities( lead( to(communication(defects( or( other( factors( and( in(which( they(do(not.( In( this( context,(we(have(briefly(discussed(the(potential(role(of(a(missing(mandate(as(enhancing(factor((secHtion(6.2).(Future(research(could,(for(instance,(verify(this(suggestion(by(studying(the(efHfects(of(subcultural(differences/similarities(in(organizations,(in(which(EA(delivery(has(a(formal(mandate,(and(comparing(those(results(to(our(results.(
Identify&patterns.(We(have(explained(that(the(specific(instances(presented(in(chapter(5(should(be(understood(as(case(specific(illustrations(and(are(not(generalizable(across(orHganizations.( Furthermore,( we( have( clarified( that( subcultural( differences/similarities(and(their(effects(are(organization(specific.(However,(we(have(also( indicated(that(some(instances(are(likely(to(be(valid(in(many(cases((section(6.1.3).(To(further(investigate(this(assumption(we( recommend( conducting( further( case( studies( to( identify( patterns( conHcerning(the(negative(contribution(of(subcultural(differences/similarities(to(a(reduced(EA(effectiveness.( If(possible,( future(case(studies(should(comprise(as(many(perspectives(as(possible(to(reduce(the(addressed(bias(of(limited(perspectives((section(7.3.1).(





Study&the&possibility&of&mitigation&through&more&dynamic&EA&approaches.(Our(case(studies(reveal(that(the(EA(effectiveness(is(reduced,(amongst(others,(due(to(subcultural(differences( concerning( the( time(horizon( and(orientation( to( change.( In( section( 5.8,(we(have(discussed(whether(Europort’s(EA(delivery(is(not(agile(enough(for(achieving(the(EA(objectives( flexibility(and(speed.(Furthermore,(our( interviews(have(revealed(deviations(from( the( (project)(planning(as( a( challenge( for(EA(delivery.(This( triggers( the(question,(whether(a(more(dynamic(or(agile(approach(to(EAM(would(influence(the(negative(effects(of(subcultural(differences/similarities.(Tribolet(et(al.((2014)(offer(one(such(dynamic(apHproach.(They(suggest(enterprise(cartography,(which(“focus[es](on(the(dynamic(descripHtion( of( an( organisation”( (Tribolet( et( al.( 2014).( It( provides( “upHtoHdate( modelHbased(views(of(an(enterprise(architecture”((Tribolet(et(al.(2014)(through(automated(data(colHlection(based(on(observations.( Such( a( dynamic( approach( can(potentially( decrease( the(negative(effects(resulting(from(a(too(static(EAM(understanding.(However,(this(requires(that(the(EA(function(has(according(subcultural(orientations.(Furthermore,(other(subculHtural(differences/similarities((e.g.(preference(of(isolation)(may(still(have(a(negative(imHpact(on(EA(effectiveness.(Yet,(we(consider(it(as(valuable(to(investigate(whether(the(apHplication(of(more(dynamic(EA(approaches(mitigates(the(negative(effects(of(subcultural(differences/similarities.(
Investigate&topic&quantitatively.(Our(research(was(designed(to(gain(inHdepth(insights(into(our(research(topic.(Therefore,(we(chose(to(conduct(caseHstudy(research(and(invesHtigate(two(organizations(in(detail.(Future(research(could(address(our(topic(quantitativeHly:(based(on(our((and(future)(case(studies(hypotheses(can(be(developed(addressing(the(contribution(of(subcultural(differences/similarities(to(a(reduced(EA(effectiveness.(Those(hypotheses(can(be(tested(using(quantitative(research(methods.(A(quantitative(approach(would(allow(reaching(out(to(a(large(range(of(organizations.(Furthermore,(it(would(enaHble(researchers(to(identify(the(most(crucial(subcultural(differences/similarities(and(the(most( crucial( relations.(However,( a(major( challenge( for( a(quantitative( study( lies( in( the(operationalization(of( subcultures( (section(7.3.1).(Furthermore,(a(questionnaire( testing(all(the(identified(instances(and(relations(will(be(quite(complex.(Consequently,(researchHers(may(have(to(focus(on(a(few(factors.(





cultural(differences(and(similarities(to(EA(effectiveness.(Yet,(subcultural(differences(can(also(have(positive(effects((Niederhäuser(and(Rosenberger(2011,(Stahl(et(al.(2010).(ConHsequently,(we(suggest( conducting( research(on( the(positive(contribution(of( subcultural(differences(to(EAM.(7.5 Closing(remarks(
In(this(thesis,(we(have(made(several(contributions((section(1.3)(concerning(the(contriHbution(of(subcultural(differences/similarities(and(communication(defects( to(a(reduced(EA(effectiveness.(Based(on( theoretical(and(empirical( insights,(we(have( first(developed(frameworks( to( operationalize( our( core( concepts:( an( EA( effectiveness( framework,( a(framework(to(study(organizational(subculture(in(EA(related(contexts,(and(a(typology(of(EA( related( communication( defects.( Thereafter,(we( have( detailed( how( the( concepts( of(our(theory(are(related.(In(doing(so,(we(have(illustrated(that(the(relation(between(subculHtural(differences/similarities(and(a(reduced(EA(effectiveness(can(be(both(direct(and(inHdirect.( In(the(latter(case,(communication(defects(are(an(important( intermediary(factor.(However,(our(findings(also(show(that(other(intermediary(factors(can(play(a(role,(too.(Our(theory(does(not(offer(solutions(to(the(problem(that(in(practice(EAM(is(not(as(effecHtive(as(desired(since(our(research(was(not(designed(to(develop(such(a(solution((section(1.2).(Still,( the(theory(developed(in(this(thesis(forms(a(first(step(towards(improving(the(EA( effectiveness.( By( raising( awareness( for( the( role( of( subcultural( differHences/similarities(within( organizations,( practitioners( are( likely( to( understand( the( imHportance( of( considering( those( soft( aspects( in( the( context( of( EAM.( If( they( also(
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Stakeholders do not state all requirements
Reasons for resistance
Reduce stakeholders’ resistance or fear
Resisting individuals or groups
EA delivery does not engage stakeholders
EA delivery not involved (early enough)
Not listening to each other
Not checking if stakeholders are in line with original goals
Inappropriate communication means
Inappropriate communication style
No shared frame of reference
Communication against the transformation
Not aligning implicit and explicit communication
Dishonest communication
Stakeholder relations
Formal relations among stakeholders
Informal relations among stakeholders
Gain awareness of existing structure
General statements about stakeholder relations
Subcultures and 
cultural diversity
General influence of organizational culture
Organizational culture influences change capability
Organizational culture influences EA effectiveness
General statements about cultural diversity
Mix subcultures
Relation of cultural diversity & communication success







Effective means of 
communication
General effective means of communication
Specific EA instruments
Key factors for reduced 
EA effectiveness
Factors other than 
communication defects





















Orientation to goal achievement
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EA delivery does not engage stakeholders
EA delivery not involved (early enough)
Not listening to each other
Not checking if stakeholders are in line with original goals
Inappropriate communication means
Inappropriate communication style
No shared frame of reference
Communication against the transformation
Not aligning implicit and explicit communication
Dishonest communication



















Orientation to goal achievement
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EA delivery does not engage stakeholders
EA delivery not involved (early enough)
Not listening to each other
Not checking if stakeholders are in line with original goals
Inappropriate communication means
Inappropriate communication style
No shared frame of reference
Communication against the transformation




Disagreement within EA delivery
Lack of acceptance by non-EA stakeholders
No time for EA delivery to think problems through















Table*C.2*cont.%Converting%the%EA%effectiveness%KPIs%by%Günther%(2014)%into%EA%objectives.%#% KPI% Corresponding%EA%objective%5% EA’s%influence%on%the%ability%of%business%and%IT%stakeholders%to%cooperate% Increase%the%ability%of%business%and%IT%stakeholders%to%cooperate%with%each%other%6% EA’s%influence%on%stakeholders’%ability%to%cooperate%with%external%business%partners% Increase%the%stakeholders’%ability%to%cooper;ate%with%external%business%partners%7% EA’s%influence%on%the%speed%of%decision%mak;ing% Increase%the%speed%of%decision%making%
8% EA’s%contribution%during%decision%making% Help%the%EA%customer%during%the%decision;making%process,%e.g.%through%facilitating%communication,%providing%insight%and%over;sight,%and%providing%input%and%advice%9% Mappping%between%IT%strategic%goals%and%business%strategic%goals% Align%strategic%IT%and%business%goals%10% Mapping%between%enterprise;wide%pro;grammes%and%business%strategic%goals% Align%enterprise;wide%programmes%with%strategic%business%goals%11% Erroneous%decisions%prevented%thanks%to%EA% Prevent%erroneous%decisions%12% Stakeholder%satisfaction%with%the%scope%of%the%enterprise;wide%programme%portfolio% Increase%stakeholder%satisfaction%with%the%scope%of%the%enterprise;wide%programme%portfolio%13% EA’s%contribution%to%programme%completion% Help%complete%enterprise;wide%programmes%within%budget%and%time%14% Occurrence%of%critical%to%business%EA;related%issues%during%enterprise;wide%programme%implementation% Decrease%EA;related%issues%that%limit%on;going%business%operations%during%enter;prise;wide%programme%implementation%15% Unintentional%duplication%within%the%enter;prise;wide%programme%portfolio% Decrease%unintentional%duplication%within%the%enterprise;wide%programme%portfolio%
16% EA’s%contribution%during%enterprise;wide%programme%implementation% Help%the%EA%customer%during%enterprise;wide%programme%implementation,%e.g.%through%facilitating%communication,%provid;ing%insight%and%oversight,%providing%input%and%advice,%and%providing%directions%17% Integration%of%critical%systems%with%other%critical%systems% Integration%of%critical%systems%with%other%critical%systems%18% Business%stakeholder%satisfaction%with%IT%functionality%resulting%from%enterprise;wide%programme%implementation% Increase%business%stakeholder%satisfaction%with%IT%functionality%resulting%from%enter;prise;wide%programme%implementation%
19% Existence%of%short;term%focused%critical%sys;tems% Decrease%the%number%of%existing%short;term%focused%critical%systems%that%pose%a%serious%threat%to%the%achievement%of%long;term%stra;tegic%goals%20% Critical%systems%unintentionally%having%similar%or%closely%related%functionalities% Decrease%redundancy%concerning%the%func;tionality%of%critical%systems%21% Reuse%of%critical%systems% Reuse%of%critical%systems%22% Enterprise;wide%programmes%meeting%EA;related%claimed%benefits% Meet%the%EA;related%claims%concerning%en;terprise;wide%programmes%
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!insigh
t!in!the
!conseq
uences
!of,!and
!the!raB
tionale
!for,!or
ganiza
tional!c
hanges
.!By!exp
laining
!the!co
nseque
nces!
and!rat
ionale,
!archite
cts!hel
p!chan
ging!th
e!attitu
de,!opi
nions,!
and!
behavi
our!of!
the!em
ployee
s!impa
cted.!
Confor
mance
!&!inte
graB
tion!
Consol
idation
,!stand
ardizat
ion!and
!integr
aB
tion!of
!organi
zationa
l!comp
onents
!to!a!co
B
herent
,!transp
arent!a
nd!flex
ible!bu
siness!
and!IT!
landsc
ape.!
EA!pro
ducts!p
rovide
!transp
arent!a
nd!ente
rpriseB
wide!c
oheren
t!arB
chitect
ure!sta
ndards
.!They!
describ
e!and!p
rescrib
e!the!c
onsolid
ation!
and!int
egratio
n!of!or
ganiza
tional!c
ompon
ents.!A
rchitec
ts!ensu
re!that
!
all!chan
ges!and
!new!so
lutions
!confor
m!to!th
ese!EA
!produ
cts.!
! !
!!
!
!
!
And$now,$off$to$new$adventures!!
